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/3elected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
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Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
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United Press International

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
'Justice is the great interest of
nen on earth. It is the ligament
which holds civilised beings and
villzed
nations
together.
Wherever her temple stands,
and so long as it is duly honored, there is a foundation for
social security, general happiness, and the improvement and
progress of our race. And
whoever labors on this odifice
with usefulness and distinction,
whoever clears its foundations,
strengthens its pillars, adorns
its entablatures, or contributes
to raise its august dome still
higher in the skies, connects
himself, in name, and fame,
and character, with that which
is and must be as durable as
the frame of human society"
. . . . Daniel Webster.

-WICour 90th Year

Two Persons Are
Reported Injured
In Car Accident
Two persans were treated at
the emergency room of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
on Tuesday about 7:35 p.m.
from injuries sustained in an
automobile accident.
Dana Mansfield, age 22, of
Franklin Hall Dormitory, Murray State University, was treated for an abrasion to the left
aide of the forehead, according
to the hospital officials.
Also treated was Russell Stillwell, age 21, whose mailing
address is Hart Hall, Murray
State University. His injury
was reported to his right ankle,
according to the hospital officials.

The accident occurred about
6:30 p.m. as Stilwell, driving 3
1966 Chevrolet Malibon two
door hardtop, failed to Make a
curve on the Irvin Cobb Road,
according to Deputy Sheriff
Calton Morgan.
Mansfield was a passenger in
We heard of a fellow one time the car with Stilwell.
who told the judge that he
The car was reported to be.
didn't want justice. If I get total loss.
justice, I'll go to the pen he
says.
Sort of like the fellow who was
asked if he wanted to be pidd,
what he was worth. Heck n%
he says, if I got what I wet
worth I'd starve to death.

A pox on the manufacturers of
women's dresss who put a tiny
hook at the top of the dress
which can hardly be found with
a magnifying glass, then add to
the impossibility by arranging
that this tiny hook slip over a
single thread on the other side
which is equally as difficult to
find.
We got some punch at the Beet
to School Event out at Calloway County High Sunday aftern and it looked like some
corns floating around in the
Jbowl to carry out the fall motif.
hWe don't know whether they
were real Acorns or not but
they looked like Acorns. Let us
hasten to say that the punch
and cookies were good.

*
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Lucky, the new dog at our
house, is mending rapidly. She
runs about now however she
moves her two back legs in
unison, rather than one after
the other.
Our Ilex Rotundi is getting
more rotunda by the month, but
no ilexer. (For all of you who
are not Romans the Ilex Rotundi is a round holly. Sticks
like heck too).

C
C

Fellow said he had a secretary
(Continued on Page Ten)
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Day Apart At
Local Church
Day Apart, an annual event
of the Paris District Women's
Society of Christian Service,
will be held Thursday, October
30, at Good Shepherd Church
near Murray, it was announced
today by Mrs. L. E. McCord of
Cottage Grove, chairman of
Spiritual Growth for the district.
Night Apart will be held by
the Wesleyan Service Guilds of
the district on the same date at
7:30 in the evening at Martin
First United Methodist Church.
The theme for both services
will be "She Shall be Called
Women," with Mrs. Feather
stone Douglass of Dyer, Term.
as the leader on both occasions
Day Apart and Night Apart
held • during the Call to
. Oer and Self-Denial which
.is observed in each local Me
dist Church October 25-31.
rhe morning program will be
held from 9:30 a.m. until noon.
The Good Shepherd Church is
located five miles south of Murray on Highway 121.
Mrs. Douglass, the granddaughter, daughter, and mother
of ministers, has served as a
Day and Night Apart leader
each year since the Memphis
Conference Women's Society of
Christian Service began observ
ing such a day for spiritual
growth. ,
•
She has served in ,many offices on the local level, and for
fifteen years has been a district or conference officer. She
served four years as Confer
Seeretary of Spirituel
Life, and at present is Parli
mentarian of the Dyersburg
District.

A
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Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County
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Traffic Collision
Occurs On Tuesday

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, October 22, 1969

Lions Light
Bulb Sale
Is Next Week
Bailey Gore and Gary Pugh,
co-chairmen of the Murray
Lions Club Light Bulb Sale
were busy today unloading the
light bulbs for the upcoming
sale. The Lions have 92 cases
of bulbs in the Boone Laundry
building on Maple Street where
the Lions will assemble October
28th to conduct the sale.
The local Lions have sold
light bulbs for a number of
years as one of their major
fund raising projects. Sight conservation is one of the major
concerns of the club and proceeds from the sale will be used locally in that field.
President Z. C. Enix said
that the Lions would also pick
up old glasses from those who
wish to donate them and these
would be used again for persons unable to buy their own
glasses.
Enix said he was quite pleased that the members of ATO
Fraternity at Murray State are
assisting the Lions in the sale
MS year. With the help of the
LW',the Lions plan to call on
iveryhotñi in Murraf on Tuesday, October 28.
.,3fr

A minor traffic collision occurred Tuesday at 5:13 p.m. on
North 18th Street and Farmer
Avenue, according to the report
filed by the investigating offic
ens of the Murray Police Department.
Cars involved were a 1966
Bryan Keith Beane of 627
Ford two door owned by Jason
D. Nall and driven by Michael Broad Street, Murray, was treat
Ray Nall of Wingo Route Two, ed for head injuries at the Houand a 1965 Volkswagen two door ston-McDevitt Clinic on Tuesdriven by Napoleon Gilbert To- nay about 4:20 p.m.
wery of 1415 Poplar Street, MurThe Murray Police Departray.
Police said Towery was going ment report said that the young
north on 10th Street end -wesp• beta', atte nevesawsesw-tere wide
hit in the side by the Nall car of a 1945 Nash four door car
pulling out from Farmer on to that was going east on Main
16th Street, the police report Street at Eighth Street.
said.
No damage was reported to
The car was driven by Euthe Nall car but damage to the
gene Doss Snyder of Murray
Towery car was on the left Route
Six.
side.

Young Boy
Injured Here

U.S. Soldiers Turn Tables
On North Vietnamese Ambush
By WALTER WHITEHEAD
SAIGON (UPI) — U.S. soldiers and armor turned the tables
on two North Vietnamese ambushes in the Central Highlands, killing a total of 34 Communist troops in fighting reported today.
The clashes near Pleiku in
the highlands were among the
dozen skirmishes Tuesday across
South Vietnam as the overall
lull in battle pushed into its
sixth week.
With Sen. Mike Mansfield, DMont., saying in Washington
that a virtual U.S. cease-fire
already is in effect. U.S. forces

WEATHER REPORT
United Press International

Fair today and Thursday.
Cooler this afternoon and tonight with scattered frost mainly in etst and north tonight.
Mild Thursday. High today in
the upper 60s and lower 70s.
Low tonight in the mid 308 to
the low 40s. High Thursday in
the low 40s. Winds northwest
to northerly 8 to 16 miles per
hour today. Decreasing tonight
10 miles per hour. Friday
increasing cloudiness and warmer with chance of showers in
afternoon.
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
Kentucky—Thursday through
Monday temperatures will average 2 to 8 degrees below normal with normal highs 62 to
89. Normal lows 40 to 47.
Precipitation will total one
quarter inch or less and only
a slight chance for precipitation over the weekend.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m., 354.7,
stationary.
Below dam, 300.9, down 1.6,
no gates open.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 354.7,.
stationary.
Below- dam, Nal, down 01.
Sunset 8:13; sunrise 7:11.
Moon sets 3:00 a.m.

lost one killed and 1 wounded
Tuesday in fights that killed 129
guerrilla soldiers.
Military spokesmen said the
first highlands ambush opened
with a U.S. column of armored
personnel carriers coming under antitank rocket fire and
small arms fire 19 miles northwest of Pleiku.
The U.S. 4th Infantry Division soldiers turned their .50caliber machine guns on the
attackers and broke the am
bush in 15 minutes, killing 24
guerrillas while losing one killed and one wounded.
Later, North Vietnamese ambushers attacked a 4th Division convoy on Highway 19, about 24 miles east of Pleiku.
With US. armor coming to the
rescue, 10 Communist troops
were killed against no US
losses.
As the low level in fighting
continued, guerrilla terrorism
showed no signs of abating. A
mine exploded beneath a bus In
the Mekong Delta Tuesday, killing 14 South Vietnamese and
wounding four others.
In Saigon, police sources said
Viet Cong agents unfurled two
banners in the capital Tuesday
calling for the immediate withdrawal of all U.S. troops from
Vietnam. They were arrested
quickly.
US. B52 bombers staged five
cvernight
raids, spokesmen
said, bombing targets within a
half mile of the Demilitarized
Zone, in the Central Highlands
and north of Saigon.
South Vietnamese troops, continuing their campaign in the
U Minh Forest on the nation's
southern tip, resorted killing
21 guerrillas with air strikes
and artillery Tuesday, bringing
to 27 the number of Viet Cong
killed in the offensive.

by United Press International
The longest known one-word
palindrente
the'same
forward or backwards — is the
Finnish wdrd for soap-seller:
saippuakau pp las.

10* Per Copy
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Mrs. Marie Humphries Speaks
At WV/ Meeting On Tuesday
BULLETIN Critical Needs Of Working
Women Is Theme Of Speech

WASHINGTON (UPI) —
The cost of living to Amer
icans lumped one-half of one
per cant in September, the
Labor Department reported
today.

Mrs. Marie Humphries, chairman of the Kentucky Commission on Women, spoke at the
Just five days after Presi- meeting of the Murray Busdent Nixon told the nation iness and Professional Women s
that the rat* of price increas- Club held on Tuesday evening
es had slackened and was at the Murray Woman's Club
even declining in some cases, house.
Labor Department officials
"Critical Needs of Working
said the cost of living index
September.
rose to 129.3 in

k
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atester Sought: This dog is hooking for his master. Miss
*ell Cherry rescued the dog this week after • car had struck
It In front of the Student Union Building, breaking one leg
in two places. Miss Cherry took the dog to the veterinarian
end had the leg set, then took It home. She is shown above
',MI the dog that she befriended. If the master of the dog
wilt call 753-5001, Miss Cherry will be pleased to return it.
The dog has a leather collar but no identification.

Murray High
Band To -Be
In Contest

Zeta Department To
Meet On Thursday
The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday at 7:30 pin': at the
club house.

The Murray High School Readings will be presented
Deborah Mabry, Darlene
band is one of fourteen high
school bands from Western Ken- hart, and Mary Duff Mataraztucky that will compete Saturday October 25 in the third
annual Marching Band Festival Hostesses will be Mesdames
at Murray State University.
bernard Bell, Ruth Blackwood,
Co-sponsored by the First IL J. Bryan, Cody Caldwell,
District of the Kentucky Music pines Converse, and Donald
Educators Association and Murwford.
ray State, the festival will begin at 6 p.m. in Cutchin Stadium. Richard W. Farrell, chairman,of the )414ereedrist music
department, is error a or. •
Farrell, who is also president
of the Kentucky Music Educe.
tors Association, said the bands
will compete in classifications
determined by total school enTwo 4-H members from Cal
rollment. Bands participating
;oway
County, Kathy Stubbleand their respective classes
field and Robert Blalock, re;re:
Class C — Dawson Springs, cently returned home after an
Paul Davis, director; Class CC— eight day tour of Ohio and InProvidence, Robert Kratz, dir- diana with the Kentucky 4-H
ector; Class B — Trigg County, Dairy Judging Team.
The Kentucky team composWilliam Rutherford, director;
Livingston Central, Philip Cole, ed of Robert Blalock, Kathy
director; and Murray High, Stubblefield, Wayne Sparks of
Owensboro, and Charles Allison
Philip Shelton, director.
if Mayslick placed 5th nationClass. BB — Heath, Karen
overall contest.
Cissell, director; Henderson aide in the
the team judgcontest
In
the
City, Robert Morton, director;
Ayrshires, Jerseys, GuernReidland, Doug Garrett, direct- ed
Holsteins. and Brown
or; Caldwell County, Anthony seys,
Swiss where they placed 4th
Allo, director; Class A — Lone
out of 5 breeds
Oak, Kent Ransdell, director; nationwide in 2
Before the contest, held in conHenderson County, Charles M.
nection with the All-American
Woodward, director; MadisonDairy Show at the Ohio State
ville, Dean Dowdy and William
Fairgrounds in Columbus. Ohio,
Murphy, directors; and Class
the team spent five days pracAA — Christian County, George
ticing for the event.
Milan, director; Paducah TilghDuring these five days they
man, Roger Reichmuth, directvisited and judged at twelve
or.
dairy farms in Wooster, West
The festival is one of three
Salem, Findlay, Lodi, Glendale,
to be held in Kentucky during
and Hilliard, Ohio, and in Gothe year, Farrell said, to give
people as well as participating
students an opportunity to see
and hear high school bands perform.
Festivals were held at Bowling Green October 11 and at
Morehead October 18.
Four judges will rate the
bands as superior, excellent,
good, fair or poor. All partici
pating bands will be given a
certificate and those ranked
superior will be awarded a trophy.
Marching judges will be Leo
Silva, supervisor of Olney city
schools, Olney, Ill.; Cecil Karrick, director of bands at Bowling Green High School; and Billy Watson, director of the Milan, Tenn., High School band.
Col. Eff Birdsong, professor of
Kathy Stubblefield
military science at Murray
State, will serve as the inspection judge.
Farrell said public response
to the festival was good last
fall and that the public is invited and encouraged to attend
Saturday's festival.
Admission is $1 for adults
and 50 cents for Students. Mtney from admissions will biused to meet festival expens(-

That meant it cost $12.93
to buy the same kinds of
goods and services that $10
would buy in the 1957-57
base period
The 0.5 per cent increase
In September was even greeter than August, when the
rise_wes 0.4 pee east.

said that B&PW members need
to weigh the cost factor, and
here, speaking of time and
sacrifices to reach the top, but
think what most want today Is
to know that for those women
who are willing to put forth
the effort, then the doors are
(Continued on Page Ten;

Decision On
Autopsy Is
Up To Judge

By WILLJAM M. COOMBE
WILKES-BARRE, Pa. (UPI)—
The flat Boston accent of Sen
Edward M. Kennedy broke an
expectant hush in the courtroom.
"I made immediate and re
peated attempts to save Mary
The Calloway County High
Jo by diving into the strong and
School Senior Class will have
murky currents, but succeeded
their class party, October 23,
only in increasing my state of
at 7:00 p.m. at the school.
utter exhaustion and alarm,"
The party will include: a bonthe voice said.
fire, hayride, a skit provided
Playing in the courtroom was
by the boys of the senior class,
a tape of a broadcast Kenned)
entertainment will be provided
made to national radio and teleby Ruth Ann Barrow, Jana HarMrs. Marie Humphries
vision audiences recalling the
rison, and Mr. Dunn.
night of July 18 when his autoWomen" was the theme of the mobile plunged off a narrow
talk by Mrs. Humphries. She wooden bridge into a tidal pond
said one of. the most outstand- on ChappaquitIdIck Island, Ma*.
u..a accomplishments of the
lie demi:Unit a futile attempt
men has resulted in each state to
rescue his passenger, Mary
Jo Kopechne, 28, a Washington,
(See Editorial "Business
D.C. secretary, from her death.
And Professional Women")
Mary Jo's parents, Joseph
having a commission on the and Gwendolyn Kopechne, sat
shen, Elkhart, Fort Wayne, DeStatus of Women corresponding side by side in the courtroom
catur, and Lynn, Indiana. While
to that of the National Com- of Judge Bernard Brominski
practicing the Ky. team travelmission which was established Tuesday when the 12-minute
ed with an competed against
in 1961.
tape was played.
thirty-three other teams from
Mrs. Humphries said another
Minutes later, Joseph KoMaine to California.
recognition of this organization pechne broke into tears. His
The two young people qualiwas the appointment of three wife sat with her head down,
fied for national competition
of the national officers to Pre- her chin on her hands.
twelve
at
the
top
by placing in
sident Nixon's Advisory CounJudge Brominski now must
the state contest held August 5
cil.
decide if Mary Joe's body should
in Lexington where they placed
She said findings of the pre- be taken from its grave in a
fourth and seventh respectivevious commission on the status nearby Larksville, Pa., cemeand
secwere
the
first
ly, and
of women reported that in Ken tery so an autopsy can be per
ond high scoring individuals or tucky,
laws are not written formed.
the first place area team. On
specifically against women. WoEdmund S. Dinis, a MassaSeptember 26 and 27 the top
men are essentially hindered chusetts district attorney, had
twelve individuals returned to by
two major factors, the long- petitioned the Luzerne County,
Lexington and Danville for e
standing traditional role of wo- Pa., court for an order permitttwo day workshop; at that time
men as conceived by men, the ing exhumation of Mary Jo's
the State team was selected on
community, and the society in body for an autopsy.
the basis of their combined general,
and secondly the view
Joseph Kopechne opposed the
scores, with Kathy and Robert of
woman in the eyes of womar. motion, telling the court in a
placing first and third respec- herself,
the speaker said.
low voice, "We feel now more
tively. In preparation for these
Women are now listed in 479 than ever that we do not want
activities. Miss Stubblefield and
occupations which means that an autopsy."
young Blalock have participat many
women have made their
Brominski said he would give
ed in 'several judging schools marks in the
business world, 24 hours notice before he anheld throughout Western Ken the speaker added. Today 4
of nounced his ruling.
tucky during June, July, and the labor force of
28,000,000 is
Eighteen witnesses testified
August.
made up of women, but 95 per in the two-day hearing.
Dr. John H. Nicolai Jr., a cent of these including
school
Medical examiners from sev
member of the teaching staff teachers make less than
$5,000 eral communities, called as exdepartment
agricultural
in the
a year and only 14 of one per pert witnesses, said an autopsy
at the University of Kentucky, cent make more than
$10,000
performed now could still con
was the Ky. coach and Ted Ho- year, Mrs. Humphries
said.
firm or deny the ruling made
ward, area dairy specialist from
The most critical needs of in July by Dr. Donald R. Mills,
Murray, was the assistant coach. the working woman
today arc associate medical examiner of
Mrs. Howard also traveled with self-evaluation and to
become Dukes County, Mass., that the
the group as chaperone.
"objective" in the world of girl's death was "a clear case
work, the speaker said.
of drowning."
In closing Mrs Humphries

Calloway Seniors
To Hold Party

Two 4.1-lers From Calloway

On Nationally Ranked Team

TWO CITED
NOW YOU KNOW

_

Two persons were cited f‘
the, Murriy Police Departmer
Yesterday and last night. The ,
were one .for no operato/sli..
ense and disregarding a reci
light and one for driving while
intoxicated and driving on re
yoked license.

Ketiert Blalock

Older Americans Get
Dose Of President's
"Bitter Medicine"

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Older Americans and veterans got
a dose of the "bitter medicine"
President Nixon promised in his
war on inflation when the administration said it would raise
Medicare charges and probably
veto a big boost in GIs' educatkm al benefits.
Social Security Administrator
Robert Ball told the House
Ways and Means Committee
Tuesday the $4 monthly 6arge
for Medicare would be raised
to "somsrhat over $5" effective
July 1.
He said the boost was necessary to keep pace with soaring medical costs The charge is
paid by 95 per cent of Social
Security beneficiaries over 65—
about 19 million Americans —
for reimbursement for doctors'
fees.
Nixon hinted in a letter to
Sen: Ralph W.- Yarborough,---1:k
Tex., chairman of the Senate
Labor and Welfare Committee,
(Continus
,
d on Page Ten)

***
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EXPERT KOPECHNE OPINION Dr. Joseph W. Spellman ileftr.
Philadelphia's:. chief medical examiner, and Dr. Donald R.
Mills, associate medieal eXaminer of Dukes County. Mass.,
are shown ikt the hearing in Wilkes-Eat-re. Pa ojl.js petition
for an autopsy on the now.buried body of Mary Jo Kopechne,
28, a victim when Sen. Edward M. Kennedy's car went over
11-0-ridge-TIT" ChappaquIddia Island,liefa-ss. Dr. gpe
-limiin
said an autopsy -could do much to either verify the impression of Dr. Mills as thause of dead{ . .
negate Mm. Dr. Mills said it was 'a -clear case of ditiWiiing.'"
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TV CAMEOS: William Windom

ALMANAC

Bill Got "Business" Out of His System

NCAA
Ends

u•spormr
--r-,
,

By United Press International

leli
Obalad

&ATOM

Today is Wednesday, Oct. 22,
the 295th day of 1969 with 70 to
follow.

KANSAS CI
The National
Association (
annual fall no
today and any
its infraction.
expected to be
P.m. (EDT) ne
The council
day the additic
wl games fc
!) membersthe college di.'
and reported
successful su

The moon is between its fir
quarter and full phase.
KENTUCKY EDUCATIONAL
The
morning
stars
ar
TELEVISION
Mercury, Venus, Jupiter an
PROG
RAM LISTINGSSaturn.
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentuc
ky, for transmiusion
WKMU, Channel 21, Murray
The evening star is Mars.
Second Class Matter
Week Of October 2741, 1969
On
this day in history:
SUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray
, per week 35e, Per
In 1836, Gen. Sam Housto
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining countie
s, per year. 45.50: MONDAY—October 27
was sworn in as first president
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00; Elsewhere $18.00.
Al! service othqrripuona $8.00. 3:10 Spanish Orientation-Level I
at the Republic of Texas
3:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood
"The °insteadlag ask Ames of a Gammas,
In 1883, the Metropoli
Is the
4:00 What's New
Integrity of as Newspaper'
Opera House in New York City
4:30 Friendly Giant
staged its grand opening with a
4:45 Social Security : Medicare
performance of "Faust."
WEDNESDAY — OCTOBER 22. 1903
Disahility
In 1962, President Kennedy
5-00 Window to the Classroom:
announced the arms blockade
Discovering Science
of Cuba after Soviet missiles
5:25 Agriculture Extension:CallBUSINESS a PROFESSIONAL WOMEN
were discovered on the island.
ing All Consumers: planning
In
•
1968,
the
Apollo
5:30 French Chef: Fillet of Beef
astronauts splashed down after
Murray 13x.sszress semi Petessicoal Woman's Club is ob- 6:00 Jessamyn West
an 11-day earth orbital flight.
serving Nataocai 31.:scrie
Wathan's Week this week and we 6:30 Folk Guitar: intermediate
--"Maybe it's not as important as
7:00 NET Playhouse: Battle of
pause to offer .s.r seccrscsionass to this fine organization.
A
brain surgery," William Windom says
thought
for
the
day'
of
acting
,
but
hell
Ctdloden
happier at it than selling insurance. He's the ThurGeorge Bernard Shaw sal
Mrs. NAL:lase 7'iriser was Maned as the Business Woman of
ber-lik
e
star
of the new video series, "My World and Wolcot
8:30 PANMED: Psychotomometi"There is only one religion,
t,* to It."
the Year as plin'
atisersanee_ We extesx1 our congratulacs and their abuse
By MEL HEIMER
though there are a hundrec
I couldn't care less for a white- a Mockingbir
d" and "The Amertions to Ws. ru-nor min la the Demme. at Nursing at MurrayEVERY NOW and then the collar
versions of it."
desk job. Maybe it's not icanization of Emily,
"
for
two'
leeper-thinking actors will as
TUESDAY—October 28
Calloway Como angina.
important as brain surgery and finally got the
role
of John
3:10 Spanish Orientation: Levelll pause and wonder why they're or diplomacy, but
at least I Monroe, the harassed cartoonist
We base simit Ma.
- Awe reaps who join together in a
3:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood not out buildinj; bridges or sell- gave three years of my life
to
who
can't
handle women, chiling insurance, reputedly man's
comma csointw ar esprit itsiog
sorne other groups. The 4:00 What's New
one kind of 'man's work' before dren and dogs.
in "My World."
work. William Windom, who I gave
bulimia and- prolessumo_ woonex here Si Murray have long 4:30 Friendly Giant
up on it. At least I tried
"He has some Walter Mittyplays the Thurber-like charac- It."
4:45
Social
Securi
ty: Retirement- ter
like moments, dreams and revsought to raise swr scone it the held of economy and to gain
in NBC's new TV series,
During those three years in eries in which
Survivors Medicare
he's some one
-My World and Welcome to It," busine
the prestige :has a riglieful Mem.
ss,
Bill
would take his else," Windom says. "but,
5:00 Window to the Classroom: felt that
of
way
once—
and
he
did
two
weeks' vacation time and course, we
They seek
tfmnt nectar amain' kir the professional
The Wordsmith
don't own that propsomething about it.
act in summer stock --..."Voice erty
woman and cooritusemu
and
5:30
can't
Smart Sewing
use the Mitty
'I was a paratrooper in World of the Turtle
ray through their
," "Claudir "My name or episodes."
6:00 Communication Skills
War II and while waiting in Sister
study at and race= .a
- the
Eileen," all the ol standt. geliticaL economic and
The son of a successful archi6:30 Antiques: Furniture
Biarritz to go home, I did some bys—i
serial problems that merges tie tammat*,
n Connecticut straw -hat- tect who practi
ced in the U.S.
7:00 Book Beat: Jessamyn West acting with a company that circuit
barns,
and
then doggedly and Europe, Bill crossed the
'The busmess and priessatinal woman at Murray are vital 7:30 On Being Black:
Alvin Ailey Richard Whorf brought over to go back to insurance. When he Atlant
ic six times before he
to the business life of ILz-riLv. Med boireem would be hard
American Dance Theatre do 'Richard III.'" Windom says did return to acting, it was
as was nine. NBC publicists de"Then I returned to New Yoe* if
8:30
French
he'd been released from a scribe him as
Chef: Fillet Beef
put if these women were to be .rend tam the busine
an individualist
ss and
and did a lot of acting, mostly stretc
h in the pokey.
and it seems a good tag. He
professional life of the ally.
with
the
Ameri
can
,
Repertory
WEDNESDAY-.---October 29
rflsh
is own • rigai-ettei -and
Theater—and after a year or so
We thank these women for their dediadion to duty. for their 3:00 Friend
"IT WAS tough." he remem- shaves with_
ly Giant
a straight razor—
I gave it up to go into the inbers.
"but
made
I
contribution to the business life at the abr. for the pride
those
rough. once owned b'y his great-grandsurance business. You know— rough
they 3:15 Friendly Giant
produc
ers' rounds regu- father, a Minnesota senato
3:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood man's work.
maintain in their endeavors, and foe the firm place
r who
"
they havt
larly. I had a $26-a-month apart- became Secret
4:00 What's New
•
ary of the Treas•
•
forged for themselves in places of responsibility.
ment in Greenwich Village and ury under
Presidents Garfield
4:30 Friendly Giant
WINDOM. a husky. genial
had my hungry days. But fi- and Harris
on.
4:45 Social Security: Medicare man, gave it a real college try.
:laity it went better. In 11 years
• • •
5:00 Window to the Classroom: He spent three years in insur- I did
18 Broadway shows, startSINC
1961,
E
he has lived in a.
ance.
took
Guessing Patterns
and passed the six- ed doing TV roles
and even little house in Malibu on the
kour exam for a broker's license some commer
5:30 Conversation
cials,
and was on souttarn California coast, and
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
. . and finally got it out of my way.6:00 The Forsythe Saga
just recently he married the
his system and returned to the
7:00 The Advocates
V.'indom's first really big former Jacque
lyne Hopkins of
Deaths reported today are Dallas Wicke
stage.
oreak came when he was tapped Detroit.
r, age 73, Willie 8:00 NET Journal: The Matador
They spend what little
Downs, age 80, and Mrs. Add Paschall, age
"I
though
t,
well
maybe
it's a for the part of Congressman spare time
76.
there is sailing his
frivolous occupation," he says,!Morley opposi
Officers of the Calloway County Teachers
te Inger Stevens small boat and bicycling
Association are THURSDAY—October 30
on
"but
it
really
isn't any more In "The Farmer's Daught
William B. Miller, Eugene Channey,
er." "Dragonfly," their tandem bike.
Miss Nancy Thompson, 3:0d Communication Skills (pre- frivol
ous than insurance
and He was in 101 episodes of that The insura
_Edward Curd, and Charlie Lassiter.
nce business is very
view)
at least I enjoyed acting, where j show, did some
Senator Jotin Sherman Cooper will visit
films ("To Kill far away.
Murray on Saturday 3:39 Misterogers' Neighborhood
In behalf of the Republican state ticket.
Dis'rlbuted by Ring Ffstures Syndicate
4:00 What's New
Jee Ed Boyd of Murray College High School
won the pig in 4:30 The President's Men
the greased pig contest at the Calloway
County 4-H Club fair. 5:00 Window to the Classroom:
American History
NOW thru TUESDAY
5:25 Agriculture Extension: Calling All Consumers
5:30 Antiques: Furniture
6:00 Success Through Word
WINNER'
Power
6:30 Smart Sewing
itiaucANG BEST ACTRESS KATHARINE HEPBURN
7:00 Your Dollar's Worth
8:00
NET Festival: A.C.T. Now
Behold , to obey is better than sacrifice, and
to hearken thar
the fat of rams. - 1 Samuel 15:22.
RECEPTION DAY
Prompt obedience is better than ten thousa
nd tears later on FRIDA
Y
October 31
3:00. Success
Through Word
—.Z.-411M11410asesssidlitas
irilISRIMIMIMS11041611iNiii1016919ricPower
-&110&siSSIMII611165416%&%19
3:30
Mister
ogers' Neighborhood
*
1114 Iit,.....
ft 4:00 What's New
'11. 1
Os
*
err
4:30 French Chef
0 5:00 Window to the Classroom:
S
Primary Arts & Songs and
ii
W
a
Dances
a
is
a
* 5:30 Antiques: Furniture
a
a 6:00 Forsythe Saga
* 7:00
So Little Time
si
o
7:30 The President's Men
ltViNt ..
kVi.i.,eMRAsY FILM
is
8:00 NET Festival: A.C.T. Now
•
9:00 Sign - Off
it
& (Note:
ETV will normally sign
•
AI
a MARTIN POU.
•
* off at 4:00 p.m. but will remain
•
* on the air until 9:00
p.m. Oct. 31
w
*
•
only, as a part of Reception Day
Ior AV(
KIIMAFSY Ions.
ig
g promotior4
PANAVISION•
A TIME EXPOSURE makes this weird scene during
WI
march of some 50,000 Vietnam
Moratorium demonstrators past the White
House. They had lighted candle
i
Il
s. It lasted two hours.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE
WITMER CO., 1508
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time
& Life Bldg., New York N.Y,
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit. Mich.
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TSer
.V. vice
Country Kitcht
M
ma
or
otsin
e 0
1.o
udge
Lindsey's
Colonial Bread
Murray Mobil
Crazy Horse
Williams Super
C
Mar
o
Oil

PETER O'TOOLE KATHARINE HEPBURN
THE
LION IN WINTER

MIIMINIImmommiumml

FAMOUS BISHOP Fulton J. Sheen,
resigning his post in
Rochestcr. N.Y., stands
with his successor. Msgr.
Joseph
Hogan left
Hogan was named by the
Pope after "an election" by priests of the
Rochester dioeese. Sheen,
74. said
he would preach and
write in New York. and
that a weekly
TV and radio stint is
being worked out

20 Years Ago Today
Charlie D. Finley, age 75, died yesterday at
his home on
Murray Route Six.
Kathleen Gibbs, age 21, daughter of Mrs.
Edd Gibbs, will
play one of the leading roles in the production.
of "Arsenic and
Old Lace" at Murray State College,
a Mr. and Mrs. Loyd
E.. Boyd of Duncan, Okla., were called
to Murray due to the death of. his grandmothe
r, Mrs. Minnic
a Lee Lassiter.
'assented Tiber of Woman's Club House -is Sixi-cling an asphalt
tile covering green. Easier on the feet and eyes"
, from U.
column. "Seen & Heard Around Murray".

languages
since Gutenberg invent
ed movable type in the 15th

Moose Team
dg 3
Lodge
Murray Mobil I
Mutual Of Oma

Century,
NEW
YORK (UPI)
Publishing. the Bible in even day language once was a capital
offense.
BAND JUDGES
Clerics condemned john
Wycliff for heresy when his followers brought, out the first Phil Shelton, Murray High
complete English translation of School band director, Donald
"Goddes !awe- in 082. When Story, assistant professor of
William Tyndale Jared publish woodwinds music education at
a second English edition in Murray State University, and
1525, copies were put to the Ed Welte, assistant director of
music at Murray High School
torch. So was he.
,
Despite early setbacks, the were among the judges for the
Bibls has proven to be the 21-band competition Saturday
world's most popular book. A night at Mayfield.

t

R.O.T.C.
Team 3
Mutual Of Omal
Moose Lodge
Bank Of Marra

billion copies have been
printed
in more than 1.000

Bible in Engli.sh
once illegal
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Murray Loan Co.
MONEY HE

...FOR VARIETY!
Monday through Friday
9.00 AM Mike Douglas

ADQUARTERS

506 W. Main Street

Phone
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Slag
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Murray Mobil
Bank Of Murra
Ind. Single
P.- R
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B. Egnor
E. Lax

...FOR COMEDY!
Monday through Friday
3:30 PM Gilligan's Island

753-2631

I
I
s
t
1
o

1

...FOR MOVIES!

COLLEGE CLEANERS
1411 Olive Blvd.
PICKUP aaci DELIVERY —
Truly rust Cleaning
Then* 713-11152

— razz

* Executive Shirt Service *

I

Today, 4,00 PM THE BIG SHOW
"Sliadoe on the Wall" A1111 Sothern,
Zachary Stott
Thursday. 4:00 PM THE BIG SHOW
"irruptions Skull- NMI Rudson.
Peggy Webber

...FOR NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS!
6 and

f
i(
t

10 PM Monday through Friday

WLAC-TVID CHANNEL 5

l
a
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• Lax
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NCAA Meet
Ends Today

Haywood Is No
Help To Rockets
By United Press International

&

TIMES

—

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

WEDNESDAY - OCTOBER 22. 1969

SPORTS

Despite Spencer
Haywood
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (UPI)
- living up to his advance notices,
The National Collegiate Athletic the Denver Rockets are off to a
Association (NCAA) Council's sputtering start in the Ameriannual fall meeting closes here can Basketball Association.
today and any action taken by
Haywood, signed
by the
its infractions committee was Rockets as a "hardship" case
expected to be announced at a 6 despite his having two years of
p.m. (EDT) news conference.
college eligibility remaining, led
The council announced Tues- Denver in scoring and reboundpiece of paper and shake hands.
day the addition of two football ing for the second straight
By MILTON RICHMAN
By United Press International
It's a deal.
wl games for college division game Tuesday night, but the
UPI Sports Writer
Bobby Hull puts that second
1) members- the smaller of Rockets still suffered their
NEW YORK (UPI)-Joe Na- piece of paper,
the "rider" to
the college division members- second loss.
math never is going to believe his contract,
Red Holzman won't allow the
in his pocket.
and reported on the NCAA's
this,
Dallas placed all five of its
but guess what Bobby
Now we come to the present "New York mystique" to bug
successful summer youth pro- starters in double figures to Hull's "retirement" boils down
his Knicks.
day, Oct. 22.
ram.
offset a 22-point, 26-rebound to?
Off to their greatest pro
Bobby Hull has had this great
The two bowl games were performance by Haywood as
Principle.
season but he says he isn't start, the undefeated Knicks
named
after Amos Alonzo the Chaps defeated the Rockets,
Not money, you understand, going to
ask for one penny routed the Phoenix Suns, 140Stagg and Knute Rockne, two 120-108.
but principle. That's right, the more
than
the
original contract 116, Tuesday night for their
of the most publicized football
Glen Combs led the Chaps in same thing Joe Namath "re- called
fifth consecutive victory. A 28for.
coaches in the 100-year history scoring with 25 points, followed tired" for last June.
point effort by Walt Frazier
Wants Fringe Benefits
of the sport. The inaugural by Manny Leaks with 22, John
Bobby Hull, the Chicago
and Willis Reed's 23 points
Bobby
those
Hull
wants
games were set for this year, Beasley with 21, Cincy Powell Black Hawks superstar, is 30
settled the issue.
as close as possible to the with 19 and Ron Boone with 17. and has played with them 12 fringe benefits, or the "concessions," as the Black Hawks call "So the Jets won the Super
Thanksgiving weekend.
In the only other ABA games, seasons. Most people figure them.
Bowl and the Mets won the
The NCAA said th Rockne Kentucky beat Washington, 127- he's the No. 1 performer in the
The Hawks say there will be World Series," Holzman says,
Bowl wont determine _supre- 115, and Los Angeles whipped National Hockey League and he
no concessions and act like they "that doesn't mean the Knicks
macy among Eastern teams New Orleans, 119-99.
went out and proved it last never heard
of any such thing. are going to win the National
and the Stagg Bowl would do
Darel Carrier scored 33 season by setting a record with
Bobby Hull says, what are Basketball Association title.
the same for Western clubs.
points and teammate Gene 58 goals.
The Knicks, of course, were
you talking about, they were
The National Youth Summer Moore added 29 as the Colonels
Hull has a four-year contract part
of
that
New
of the contract. They're part
York
Sports Program, conducted for beat the Caps and evened theii that has three years to go but,
right down here in black and mystique that befuddled Baltiapproximately 43,000 youngsters record at 1-1, Rick Barry was if you go by all you hear, he
white on this piece of paper. He more pro teams. Afte the Jets
in poverty arms of 26 states, high scorer for Washington with isn't planning to play for them
knocked off the ,Colts in
can show it to anybody.
was a complete success, both 20 points but fouled out with any more because he anWould you believe Bobby Hull football, the Knicks eliminated
financially and in its goals, the 3:22 left to play.
nounced his retirement from has lost that piece
of paper and the Bullets in the NBA's
council reported.
Larry Miller got the Stars off hockey last week.
Eastern division playoffs.
can't find it?
In other action, the NCAA to a quick start with 14 points
Misses Five Games
I called Tommy Ivan, the Everybody knows
what hapsaid St. Bonaventure and Pan In the first quarter and finished
He has missed the first five Hawks' general manager, and pened to the Orioles in baseball.
American both were removed with 28 as Los Angeles raised games this season and the have
The Bullets are still having
to report he isn't in the
from a one-year probation in its record to 3-1. Jimmy Jones Hawks have lost all five, you
greatest of all possible moods. their problems. They were
basketball and announced the paced the Bucs' attack with 29 can figure out what kind of With
five losses in a row and no dropped from the unbeaten list
acceptance
of
crisis this has created.
three
new points.
Bobby Hull, that's understanda- Tuesday night as Los Angeles
members. Accepted as an
And that's where the prin- ble.
beat Baltimore, 142-137. Detroit
affiliate
member
ciple comes in.
was the
winless
Boston
"He has three years remain- edged the
United States Intercollegiate LAMBERT CUP
Let's go back one year.
Celtics, NBA champs, 98-97, in
contract
four-year
on
ing
his
Lacrosse Association v,-!dle the
Flashback, they call it in the
and as far as I'm concerned, the only other league action.
University of Pittsburgh
NEW
at
YORK (UPI}-Dela- movies.
New York has never headed
Johnstown, Pa., and Christian ware and Temple were ranked Bobby Hull has missed the he's _still on the active list," after
Dave DeBusschere broke'
says.
Ivan
Brothers of Memphis, Tenn., 1-2 respectively in Tuesday's opener and now it's a Sunday,
23-23
a
tie near the end of the
could
thing
this
think
Did he
were accepted as associate balloting for the 13th annual time for the second game of the
first period with a side set.
resolved?
Ee
members.
season
against
the
Rangers at
Lambert Cup for small college
"I think anything can be Connie Hawkins, making his
eastern football teams. Dela- home and Hull, who is in
first Madison Square Garden
resolved,"
he growls.
ware received seven Of eight Chicago, is asked to visit the
What about those five appearance since high school,
first-place votes and 79 of 80 business office of William
paced Phoenix with 27 points.
straight beatings?
possible points. Temple had 60 Witz, president of the club.
Jerry West scored 39 points
comment,"
"No
points followed by Lafayette, This is the afternoon and the
Golly, I hope Bobby Hull and Wilt Chamberlain netted 38
55, Bucknell, 46, and Lehigh, 36. two men talk and talk. They
as Los Angeles topped Balti
New Concord defeated Kirksey
talk in terms of $100,000 a year finds that piece of paper.
overtime, Keith
more
in
for four years and both agree
in A team action last week but
Erickson's two free throws with
to that, but then Hull talks HOULE RECALLED
Kirksey won the B and C team
40 seconds remaining were the
about something that is almost
games. The score in the A team JOCKEYS SUSPENDED
key to the Lakers' victory.
s important to him as the
game was 42-28 and in the B
MONTREAL (UPI)- Rejean
Kevin
Loughery tallied 35
and C team games the score
ARCADLA„ Calif. (UPI).- Bill money. Fringe benefits. Oh, Houle, a rookie left wing, will points for Baltimore.
was 26-22 and 9-2 respectively. Shoemaker and L. J. Durous- those fringe benefits!
be in uniform for the Montreal
Detroit won its first game of
Finally, Wirtz and Hull agree Canadiens against the
Ricky Scarbrough led all scor- seau will miss mounts in next
St.
season when Jimmy Walkthe
Louis
s in the A game with 19 points. Saturday's $100,000 Oak Leaf I those but would you believe Blues Wednesday night after er's pair of foul shots with
ew Concord (42) - Scarbrough Stakes as a result of five-day it, they run out of paper to being recalled from the Mon- ,eeven seconds left beat Boston.
ite them down on.
t,,19, Garrison 10, Brelsford 6, riding suspensions handed down
treal Voyageurs of the Ameri- \talker and Dave Bing each
So they get a piece of plain can Hockey League. Houle will scored 16 points for the winning
by Santa Anita stewards. Both
`1111.Quinn 1, Futrell 6.
Kirksey (24) - Brame 9, L. were suspended for failures to foolscap and carefully list the fill
in
for
injured John Pistons. Emmett Bryant had a
Beane 4, Tucker 6, Simmons keep horses on straight courses fringe benefits one by one.
Ferguson.
high of 17 for the Celtics.
They each initial the second
last Saturday,
3, Futrell 1, T. Beane 1.

Sports Parade

Knicks Rout
Phoenix Suns

4;3

New Concord Tops
Kirksey A Team

4

dir

Bowling Standings

IRN

oit
Y %ma.
tLoI

5

1
8

KY. LAKE BOWLING LEAGUE
Week 0110-13-69
W. L.
Standings:
Mutual Of Omaha
4
2.0
Bank Of Murray
19
5
T.V. Service Center 18
6
Country Kitchen
14 10
Moose Lodge
13 11
Martin Oil
12 12
Lindsey's
12 12
olonial Bread
11 13
Murray Mobil Homes 11 13
1:razy Horse
9 15
Williams Super Ser.
9 15
Mo Go Oil
7 17
7 17
Carrier
R.O.T.C.
6 18
Team 3 Games(SC)
Mutual Of Omaha
2658
Moose Lodge
2635
Bank Of Murray
2624
Team 3 Games(HC)
Moose Lodge
3019
Murray Mobil Homes
2965
Mutual Of Omaha
2961
Team Single Game (SC)
Moose Lodge
940
Bank Of Murray
931
T.V. Service Center
899
Team Single Game(HC)
Moose Lodge
1068
Murray Mobil Homes
1055
Bank Of Murray
1032
- Ind. Single Games (SC
P. Ragsdale
245
B. Egnor
236
E. Lax
226
Ind. 3 Games (HC)
. Stalls
690
B. Egnor
671
4 Lax
659
Ind. Single Game(HC)
D. Williams
271
P. Ragsdale
263
B, Egnor
263
Ind. 3 Games (SC)
F. Stalls
621
B. Egnor
590
D. Honchul
580
Top Bowlers
N. Knight
190
1, Neal
185
D. Alsobrook
179
N. Chancy
179
V. Riley
178
H. Coy
177
H. Dixon
176
D. Abell
176
P. Ragsdale
176
175
Washer
P. Buchanan
175

MAGIC-TRI BOWLING LEAGUE
Week Of 10-14-69
Standings:
W. L.
Johnsons Grocery 25
3
Country Kitchen
22
6
Owens Food Mkt.
18
10
Ezell's Beauty
School
17
11
Carroll VW
16
12
Miller Funeral
Home
14
14
Jerrys Rest.
11
17
Bank Of Murray
9
19
Town & Country
Dress Shop
8
20
High Teams 3 Games HDCP.
Johnsons Grocery
2851
Owens Food Market
2724
High Team Game HDCP,
Ezell's Beauty School
992
Johnsons Grocery
969
Ezell's Beauty School
965
High Ind. 3 Games HDCP.
Mary Harris
632
Lavaughn Latimer
625
Betty Dixon
605
High Ind. Game HDCP.
238
Lavaughn Latimer
Mary Harris
235
Carol Hill & Wanda Nance 219
High Ind. 3 Game Scratch
Betty Dixon
530
Bobbie Garrison
507
Lavaughn Latimer &
Marilyn Parks
493
High Ind, Game Scratch
Lavaughn Latimer
194
191
Betty Dixon
Mary Harris
186
Top Ten Averages:
Betty Dixon
165
Bobbie Garrison
160
Marilyn Parks
158
Mildred Hodge
153
Wanda Nance
145
144
Jean Chancey
140
Betty Darnell
140
Lavaughn Latimer
136
Nancy Rogers .
Sandra Thompeon
135
Mary Harris
134
Splits Concerted:
5-6
Sandra Thompson
Wanda Nance
5-6
3-10
Estelle Ezell
Lava ughn Ltithlie -VI/ & 4-5
5-6
'

D1LLAR OR DOLLAR LEAGUE
Week Of Oct. 17, 1969
W. L.
Standings:
Pin-Pals
10
18
Hi-Lo's
15
13
Shakers
14
14
Quads
14
14
Flub-Ups
14
14
Champs
13
15
Miracles •
13
15
11
Bowlettes
17

"No Application"Is Word 0
Seattle Pilots Transfer
By ED SAINSBURY
UPI Sports Writer

Miller Wednesday.
"We have a complete understanding of where we are,"
Gaherin said. "Always some
points are easier than others
and several of them could take
quite a period of time to
Nettle."
Gaherin indicated doubt that
the current negotiations were
in the same climate" which
resulted in a players' strike
which delayed the opening of
training camps last year.

CHICAGO (UPI)-.The American League has no application
to transfer the franchise of the
Seattle Pilots, but President
Joe Cronin said Tuesday an
application to shift the club
could results in a league
meeting to act on the matter on
three days' notice.
Cronin's
statement came
High Team Game
after club owners heard reports
Pin-Pals
558 on the Seattle "situation" from
Flub-Ups
538 both civic representatives who
Shakers
533 want to keep the club and the
current ownership headed by
High Team Series
Bill Daley. Daley said he
Flub-Ups
1426 wanted to "get out."
Shakers
1425
There were rumors that sale
Hi-Lo's
1403 of the franchise could be made
LE
1‘).
to interests in either Dallas- liUr \INGTOti,
Saturday's loss to LouisiHigh Ind. Game Scratch
Fort Worth or Milwaukee, if ana State. University of Ken198 league
Glenda Hill
approval
could
be tucky football coach John Ray
170
Egnor
Gayle
obtained. One source said that is about to order a football with
165 sentiment in the league
Sallie Guy
was 10- wheels mounted on its under2
in
favor
of
moving
the
club to Ode.
High Ind. Game H.C.
Milwaukee.
Approval
to
shift
Glenda Hill
was very disapHay Said
240 the team
would be required pointed in thehe Wildcats' "inabilGayle Egnor
228 from
nine owners.„
ity to move the football." L.SU
Peggy Williams
224
Cronin, however, said that so won the game 37-10.
far as the league is concerned
High hid. Series Scratch
"I-St. is the best team we've
"right
now," Seattle remains in
Glenda Hill
454- the circuit and a 1970 scheduled played," Ray said, "they were
Mary Smith
450 has been prepared including tough and quick."
Gayle Egnor
The coach said the Wildcats
437 Seattle.
will work on moving the bell
League representatives, chie- better inside the opponents 20High Ind. Series H.C.
fly business managers and yard line. He said the team will
Peggy Williams
1619 traveling secretaries, will meet also try to shore up its pass deGayle Egnor
611 in Chicago Oct. 29 for further fense.
Glynda Blck
Ray said his team is in good
601 action on the scheduled, Cronin
shape
meet GeorTop Ten Averages
said. He did not know how gia on physically to
Saturday.
Mary Smith
147 tflany owners would
be
present
Margaret Morton
146 and would not
declare that
Verona Grogan
144 action
on transferring the
Mary Harris
143 franchise would
come up at
Polly Owen
141 that time.
BREAKS COLLARBONE
Glenda Hill
140
The American League session
Ona Birdsong
140 came after a joint
DIEGO (UP1)- Gary
meeting of SAN
Barbara Latimer
135 both major leagues
at which Garrison, wide-receiver of th
Sallie Guy
134 I abor representative
John San Diego Chargers who ranks
Hilda Bennett
132 Gaherin gave a progress
report second in the American FootHelen Hargrove
132 on negotiations
with players ball League's pass receiving
Marttta Ails
129 over their
41 demands for statistics this season, will miss
Splits Converted
changes in the player-manage; Sunday's game with the OakMargaret Morton
5-6-10 ment agreement.
land Raiders because of a
Mary Smith
3-10
Gaherin was authorized to roken collarbone. Garrison
Polly Owen
4-5-7 proceed
at "full speed" to ,uffered the injury in the
Sallie Guy
4-5 conclude negotiations
and said chargers' 13-10 victory over the
Glynda Black
5-10 he probably
would
with Boston Patriots last Sunday.
meet
Shirley Billington
2-7-10 players'
spokesman
Marvin

UK Coach Wants
Football On Wheels

COLUMBIA, MO. — FOOTBALL AND A
SEA OF UMBRELLA'S — University of
Missouri's Terry McMillan (18) goes around
right end for a gain of 6 yards
on a
quarterback keeper play during the first

period of Saturday's game at
Columbia. Its
hard to tell if anyone of the
50,000 plus
crowd saw the action as they sat
huddled
under their umbrella's in the driving
rain.

CENTER CUT

FIRST CUT

PORK PORK
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CHOPS CHOPS
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11W
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Chops
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REELFOOT

STORE COOKED
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LOIN
CHICKEN
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44
SAUSAGE COOKING PANCAKE
MIX
OIL
39
$1.19
CHEESE MAYO
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K
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PIZZA
550
4/$1.00
53C
CAKE PEANUT ICE
MIX BUTTER MILK
.00
59C y2 39
Grape COCOA._ _ _
fruit NUTS CARROTS
49 1 dm
14
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LB.

FIELD'S

2
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2 LB BOX WITH
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KRAFT

KRAFT

FREE
SYRUP!!

Hi—C

ID IO
NR
EAAN
PG
IDE
L,EGR APE,

WITH FREE
12 Oz. Pepsi

GRAPEFUIT!

45

320Z.

PILLSBURY

WHITE, YELLOW,
CHOC.

CROWN

2 LB

JAR

4/$1

FLORIDA

IGA

GAL.

FRESH

EACH

FRESH, CRISP

1

1 LB. BAG

CLOSED SUNDAYS

We Sell Travellers Express Money Orders
WE KSERVE LIE RIGI-ii_TO_LIMIIQUANTITIES
PRICE'S IN THIS AD GOOD THROUGH TUESDAY OCTOBER 28.
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Break loose from
hang-ups!

Founders Day Luncheon Held By Tau Wadesboro Club
Phi Lambda Sorority At Colonial House Has October Meet
At Triangle Inn
The Woodmen of the World ship attended by hope and faith,

Sorority, Tau Phi Lambda, Omi- ones in TPL never need to conMrs. Virgie Clark was hoscron Alpha chapter eniayed a cern oneself with ultimate end- tess for the meeting of t h e
luncheon on Wednesday, October ings, just beginnings. The soro- Wadesboro Homemakers Club
By Abigail Van Buren
15, 12:00 at The Colonial House rity members look upon Found- held on Wednesday, October
Smorgasbord. The event was in er's Day as a new beginning daY 15, at one o'clock in the afterDEAR ABBY: I read the letter in your column from
-the point in time at which some noon at the Triangle Inn.
honor of Founder's Day,
the woman who did not find any physical satisfaction in her
Tau Phi Lambda was 32 years real beginning
in thought ur
The major lesson for the
marriage That has been my problem for 25 years.
old on October 20 with the parent action takes place. It is the gath- month was on the "Use and
I talked with two doctors. One told me that I was
Society, WOW, being 79 years ering point in time around which Abuse of Drugs" and was preexpecting too much and had been reading too many love
old. Tau Phi Lambda had its be- old and new friends assemble, sented by Mrs. Max Hurt.
UNLIKE TWINS: Dr. Alice Kanock• (cantor), the now !load of the horn, economics
ginning at a National Institute ready to join their lives for anothstories. The other fa woman doctor] to'd me that very few
Mrs. David Palmer gave the apartment at Murray State University, holds a "lors-got-acquaintod" chat with senior twins
er
period
of
living
luncheon
and giving oevotion reading from the book
in Omaha, Nebraska
women had it any, bettert—they just "pretended" most of
from Russellville. Mario Lannon (loft) plans to become • horn* demonstration agent, while
in 1937. There, 137 girls from in a fulfilling and rewarding way. of Zachariah with prayer by
their lives.
her twin Mary Ellan (known to all her friends as Mannio) Is looking forward to teaching
A Founder's Day tradition is
various parts of the United StatMy man is one of the loving kind, but I have been
Mrs. Lowell Palmer. Ten memhorn* Sc. In • high school.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
to
do
a
kind
deed
for
es
met
in
hope and faith to essomeone - bers answered the roll call with
"pretending" all my married life. Is there no hope for me?
to
remember the founders, to the place they would like to
tablish an organization that would
NAMELESS
meet their needs. Symbolically help a sister, and to extend a visit.
DEAR NAMELESS: The first doctor was off base, but the
the senior founder, Dora Alex- hand to those less fortunate.
A letter of thanks was read
The noteworthy thing is that from the Red Cross concerning
second doctor [if statistics can be believed! was not. You
ander Talley, took a lighted candle from the cake and lit the cand- this tradition is not only follow- the making and filling of the
seed to see a third doctor—one who specializes in unlocking
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mobley,
le of the junior founder, Ruby ed at Founders' Day but through- ditty bags for Vietnam soldiers.
doors of minds where "hangups" have been stored. This
The success story of the Ill- course.
Gene Sewell. She, in turn, ignited out the year. Fraternal deeds of Announcement was made of the 1734 Hart Hall, Murray State
may be an oversimplification, but the reason most women
homemakers University, are the parents of inois woman who in September "Few people realize (hat in
Area
the one in the outstretched hand service kindle the rays of TPL's Purchase
are unable to enjoy marital relations is because as young
next to her and from hand to hand torch and cast rays into dark- meeting at Fulton on October a baby girl, Kristen Elizabeth became head of the home eco- recent years many men have
girls they've been told that sex is a "no no." And so it
weighing eight pounds ten nomics department at Murray moved into the home econo
the flame advanced until the who- ened places in Calloway County. 30.
is . . . forever.
ounces, born on Saturday, Octo- State University should be an mics picture," she said.
The chapter sponsored a Bab)
le room was aglow. This same
Landscape notes were give ber 18, at 4:10 p.m. at the Murinspiration to all young women "In SEC's School of Home
glowing and growing light of frie- Fair Contest with Sharla Mc. by Mrs. Virgie Clark.
ray-Callcnv.ay County Hospital.
DEAR ABBY: What do yotethink of the "no-bra" look?
whose husbands die and leave Economics three of the six deCage,
Stan
Paschall,
ndship advanced as these girls
RichardRoElected as officers were Mrs. Their other children are Stathe untrained widow with a partments are headed by men
•
JUST ASKING
returned home and helped to es- gers as the winners. The soro- David Palmer, president; Mrs.
rity made baby layettes for Viet Baron Palmer, vice-president; cey, age five, and Melissa, age child to rear.
— the child and family, intertablish chapters.
DEAR JUST: It's a good way for some women to get
A few weeks after graduat- ior design, and foods and nutThe Murray chapter, Omicron Nam and garments for South East Mrs. Clinton Burchett, secre- three. The father is the assisteverything off their chests. For others, it's a flop.
ant director of men's and mar- ing from high school in West rition," Dr. Koenecke explainAlpha, was chartered in 1967. Asian children. The Outstanding tary; Mrs. Clarence Culver, trearied housing at Murray State Salem, Ill., in 1944 Alice Jose- ed.
The chapters heightened as each Citizen Awards were presented surer; Mrs. Max Hurt, cultural
University.
'Aline Pixley wed Henry C. Staunch in her feeling that
DEAR ABBY: You say a lot in your column about
friend touched the hand of a new to Mrs. Jeanne Willis and Mrs. development; Mrs. Virgie Clark,
Koenecke. In September, 1945, "while all progress is change,
"adopting kids" How about a word about the "unadoptfriend and members added joy Marjorie Barnett, Mrs. Glenda issues and concerns; Mrs. Wayne
Grandparents are Mr. and
• son was born. Nine years lat- not all change is progress," she
able?" After having two of our own we adopted three. These
and security to their inner and Smith was first runner up instate Hardie, clothing.
Mrs. Glean Mobley and Mr. and
are children of mixed blood, the last ones to be adopted if
outer circles of friends and ac- contest of Mrs. TPL. Sheila Sta. Also elected were Mrs. Bar- Mrs. Eugene Stanley, all of Bar- er the father died, and Mrs has not yet made any changes
they ever are.
quaintances. It deepened as mem- llions was crowned Miss Tomo- on Palmer, family life; Mrs berton, Ohio. Mrs. Margaret Koenecke, with only a high- in the department's programs
bers added the oil of service rrow in statewide contest. Mrs. Dees McDaniel, foods; Mrs. Lo- Miller of Akron, Ohio, is the school diploma, was faced with and:policies.
Thirteen years ago we were warned that we were beaded
Linda Waugh and Mrs. Carolyn well Palmer, home furnishing! maternal great grandmother and a crucial decision: What should She pointed out that In reto others in the community.
for heartbreak when we adopted the product of a Filipino
she do to live a satisfying life cent years professional opportParks
were Selected as Ideal and housing; Mrs. Augusta Con- Mrs. Ila Hodges of Barberton,
With such a begitining in fr iendbarmaid and an American GI. She was sick, half starved,
both as a mother and as an unities in home economics have
ner, landscaping; Mrs.'Ernest Ohio, is the paternal great
Sorority Sisters.
and not a very pretty child when we took her. The Red
broadened, especially in t h e
individual?
grandmother.
Futrell,
recreation;
Music
and
Ditty
bags
for
servicemen
Cross and the military doctor where we were stationed
Having "enjoyed so much be- areas of business, consumer
•
•
•
Clinton
Burchett,
Mrs.
4-H
Club
were
flea
and forwarded to
told us she migtit turn °aro be mentally retarded. But we
Melissa Kaye is the name ing a wife and homemaker — education, and home-and-family
Viet Nam for Christmas. Thirty and publicity; Mrs. Clete Young,
adopted her anyway.
home management; Mrs. Clar- chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Darrell being a wife was the best job programs.
three
school
bus
drivers
in
CalloA year after we returned to the states we adopted
Broach of Hale's Trailer Court, I ever did," she decided to go Dr. Koenecke believes great
way County received sale driver ence Culver, handicraft.
another little girl. Sha was half Negro. The next year we
Murray, for their baby girl, to college and major in home emphasis should be placed on
recreational
The
period
was
award pins and certificates by the
adopted a Mexican boy one year old.
weighing
seven pounds % ounce economics. She selected East- undergraduate programs so that
local chapter, A Resucie-Anne conducted by Mrs. Ernest FutWodnosday, October 22
home economics majors will be
Our half Filipino daughter is now 16. She is a very good
born
on
rell.
Saturday, October 18, ern Illinois College at Charles(device
for
teaching mouth to
The Welcome Wagon Newton as it was "an excellent well prepared for various types
student and a raving beauty. Her half Negro sister leads
at
10:50
November
The
a.m.
at
meeting
19th
the
Murray.
comers Bridge Club will meet mouth r esucitation) was presentsmall college," and in the fall of careers.
her class in straight A's and in a few years she will be as
Galloway County Hospital.
at the cafeteria of the Student ed to the local Red Cross Chap. will be held at the home of
They
beautiful as the older girl. The boy is an average student,
have one son, Darrell of 1955 enrolled as a freshman. Her own varied educational
ter. Ritualism pins were pre- Mrs. Augusta Conner at one
Union Building at 7:30 p.m.
So successful was she in her experiences — first at a small
Thomas,
Jr., age eleven months.
affectionate and. outgoing.
• ••
sented to Carolyn Parks, Glenda
home economics courses that in college (EIC), then at a med•••
The
father
is
employed
at her last
Abby, please ask your readers who are thinking of
The executive board of the Smith, Carolyn Sexton, Linda
two years — she com- ium-sized school (MSC), and finCrouse's Motor Sales.
adoption to consider these "unadoptable" children. I promKIrkaey School PTA will meet Waugh, Sylvia Carrico. Clothing
pleted
degree requirements ally at a large university (SIU's
the
Mr.
and Mrs. William Colson
ise them happiness, net heartbreak
at the home of Iirs. Rudy Lo- and household items were sent
Sincerely,
in only three years — she enrollment on the Carbondal
of
Puffy.
Cheese
Hardin
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
4 one p.m.
to the Kentucky Mountain Missio,
M. B., PORTLAND, ORE.
Thomas bf,, Broach of Fanning- worked there as an assistant to campus last year was 19,200)
•• .1,
ns project, Medical and Cleans- Topping Crowns
"ton
.are the grandparents. Mr the dietitian. In 1958 EIC con- have given her a diversifi
Thursday, October 23
ing supplies were forwarded to
CONFIDENTIAL TO M. M. S.: To set the record straight,
and
Mrs. Harold Thomason of ferred the degree of bachelor background for her present
The Wranglers Riding Club Viet Nam.
of science in education on her. duties and responsibilities.
I said. "Ideally, sex education should be taught in the home,
Bring a change of pace to Murray are great grandparents
will have a business meeting at
She interrupted her discuasThat fall she began a two-year
•• •
but glace it obviously is not, the next best place is in the
your
the court house at seven p.m.
fall
dinner table with
Prizes in the form of decoraassistantship in research at the ion of home economics to show
• ••
public schools, by responsible teachers."
tive candles, symbolic of the this savory and sophisticated
University of Illinois and in a "grandmother" charm on her
Too many mothers were raised to believe that sex is
The Carter School PTA will original Founders' Day Luncheon entree— English Lamb Chops.
1962 received the degree of bracelet. The inscription reads.
"dirty," and the subject should never be mentioned in front
meet at the school at 7:30 p.m. were awarded during the Wednes- A tasty cheese topping is
Miss Marjorie Crass and Mrs. master of science in foods and "Lynne, 7-27-68."
Dennis Taylor, principal, will day luncheon. Jeanie Lamb, Car- baked on each chop.
of the children. And should a little girl ask any questions
Laura Jennings spent the week- nutrition. The title of her mas- "This charm represents a
be the speaker.
about sex, she was told. "you're too young to know"—or,
Select either arm or blade end in Hot Springs, Ark., and ter's thesis was "Dental Caries most important thing in my life
olyn Fletcher, and Shirley Mor• ••
"Rice girls don't talk about such things." And later should
ton won the candles and holders. lamb chops, advises meat ex- other points in Ozark Moun- in the Albino Rat and Attempts — I love being a grandmother,"
The Ethel Harmon Group of
Carolyn Parks was assisted pert Reba Stairgs of the Na- tains. They were two of thirty- to Produce Tooth Decay in Car- she beamed.
this little girl grow up and try to find the answers to her
the Hazel Baptist Church WMS by Master Rodney
That reference to son Bill's
questions by experimenting, and wind up pregnant, this same
Lamb in pre- tional Lire Stock and Meat seven persons on a bus tour con- ies - Resistant Animals."
will meet at the home of Mrs. sentation
In the fall of 1960, Mrs. daughter carried Dr. Koenecke's
of the prizes. Pictures Board. These chops- from the ducted by Mrs. Kenneth Miller
mother will wring her hands and say, "What have I done to
Prudye Adams at 1:30 p.m. with
were made for the state scrap- shoulder 'are an economical of Hopkinsville. They are call- Koenecke came to Murray State story back to 1954 when her
deserve this! I gave her everything:" IThese, by the way,
Mrs. Elizabeth Orr as program
choice.
book contest.
ed Pennyrile Tours and are College as an instructor. There husband died and she faced a
are the same women who wonder why their husbands have a
leader.
were only five on the home crisis.
Attending the luncheon which
held each spring and fall.
•• •
girl friend.]
economics staff then, with Miss "I'm not a missionary at
was compliments of the Wood- 1 teaspoon Worcestershire
The Annie Armstrong Group
Ruby Simpson, who retired in heart," she said, "but I do hope
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For •
sauce
of the Hazel Baptist Church men of the World, were: Caroper:weal
Carlton Outland of Murray 1967, head of the department. that what I have been
lyn Sexton, Linda Workman, Gl- el teaspoon salt
able to
reply write So Abby, Box 69780, Los Angeles, Cal.
WMS
will
meet
the
at
home
of
has been dismissed from LourMae. ME
After five years at Murray do will give hope and inspirsteaspoon pepper
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Mrs. Maggie Russell at seven enda Smith, Jeanie Lamb, Hazel
des Hospital, Paducah.
State she shifted to Southern tion to all women who lose their
6 ounces processed
•• •
p.m. with Mrs. Kathryn Lang- Vickers, Carolyn Fletcher, TreIllinois University in Carbon- husbands."
Hate to write letters? Send $1 to Abby, Box MSC
va
Grogan,
Helen
Spann,
cheese
American
Shirley
ston as program leader.
Lea
George L. Gallman, Jr., of dale as an assistant and pre• ••
Angeles, Cal. NOSS, for Abby's booklet, "How to
•••
Morton, Loretta Jobs, Ann Farr2 slices semi-dry white
WAG Letters
Murray has been a patient at ceptor and began work on
her
lor AU Oceadess."
bread
The Magazine Club will meet ell, Carolyn Parks, Libby Inthe Western Baptist Hospital, PhD degree, which was corBrown chops on one side Paducah.
at the home of Mrs. Fred Gin- man, Dana Morton, Jean Richferred in August of this year.
erson,
and Rodney Lamb.
•• •
glee at 2:30 p.m.
in lard or drippings. Arrange
Her doctoral dissertation was
Now there is a bathtub
•••
flat baking dish, uncooked
in
A
coordinate
fabric
new
for
entitled "Preparation of Home
.designed specifically for the aged
The
marZeta
Department
butter
or
of the
side up. Melt
Economics. Teachers for Junior
or physically handicapped. Made the home seamstress is called Murray
A new electric juicer has Colleges,
Woman's Club will meet
garine. Stir in flour to make
Blazon. It is 100 per cent Acrilan
With Emphasis on
of fiber glass reinforced plastic,
at the club house at 7.30 pm.
a smooth paste. Gradually quart-size pitcher for use by Foods and Nutrition Programs"
Mrs. Vernon Nance entertainthe tub stands at floor level and bonded to acetate tricot. It Hostesses will be
large
Mesdames
families
and
stirring
a
mini-cup
cook,
for
and
looks like wool but washes like
add milk
One month later she was back ed at her lovely home on Dogfeatures an outward opening
Bernard
Bell,
Ruth
Blackwood,
constantly, until thick and use by small ones. It comes with on the Murray State campus--- wood Drive West with a coffee
cotton. The manufacturer says it
door with special rubber inner
wears like iron. It is available in H. J. Bryan, Cody Caldwell,
smooth. Add Worcestershire a strainer, if pulp is not your cup the change from "college" ta for members of the Business
seal to protect against leakage
Mrs. Haron West opened her sauce, salt and pepper. Spoon of juice.
James Converse, and Donald
bright colors and patterns.
"university" came while she and Professional Women's Club
The manufacturer says the unit
home on Olive Street for the
(Salton Inc., 519 East 72nd was at SIU — as head of
(Deering Milliken Inc., 1045 Crawford. • • •
la cup sauce on center of
the on Saturday, October 18.
will fit into an average-sized
meeting
of
the
Bessie
Tucker each chop. Coarsely grate St., New York, N.Y.).
6th Ave., New York, N.Y.).
home economics department
The house was beautifully debathroom.
Circle of the Women's Society
Saturday, October 23
which had grown to 12 staff corated throughout with arand mix to
bread
cheese
and
The Alpha Department of the of Christian Service of the First
members, with new programs rangements of fall flowers. Card
combide. Spoon,i,'4 cup crumb
Murray Woman's Club will have United Methodist Church held
crate oven (350°F.) I hour including a
each saucedegree in home tables were' set up in the livits noon luncheon at the club on Tuesday, October 14, at nine- mixture over
or until meat is tender i; economics in
ing room and the den for the
journalism.
topped chop. Bake in a modhouse. Hostesses will be Mes- thirty o'clock in the morning.
servings.
Although the department had guests to be seated. These were
dames Harlan Hodges, G. C
The circle chairman, Mrs.
moved into the new Applied overlaid with white cloths and
Asbcraft, Donald Jones, Charles John Irvan, opened the meetScience Building, the building's centered with bud vases filled
Hinds, Max Hurt, and Miss ing with a poem entitled "Not
north wing was familiar to Dr with fall flowers.
Lost" and closed with prayer.
Mary Williams.
Koenecke. as she had helped to
Refreshments of coffee, Or• ••
Mrs. James Weatherly was
design it.
ange juice, and pastries were
elected as circle chairman for
Friday, October 24
Why did she decide to return served from the beautifully apThe University Women's So the coming year.
to Murray State?
pointed dining room table overeiety will sponsor a barbecue
The program entitled "She
laid with a white cloth apd cendinner and informal program of Shall Be Called Woman" was
With a broad smile — she tered with an arrangement of
entertainment for members and presented by Mrs. Jack Bailey.
always seems to be in a good fall flowers in a crystal and
Envelopes for the offering
guests at the College Farm pahumor and she talks with con- silver container.
villion at six p. m. Make reser- for the week of prayer and self
tagiout enthusiasm — she said, Assisting Mrs. Nance in se
vations by Tuesday with Mrs denial were distributed to the
"I came back because I felt this ing were Mrs. Lucille Thurm
Frank Fazi or Mrs. Eldon Heath- members.
was a stable situation, with Mrs. Jessie Shoemaker,
Mrs.
A social hour was held with
cott.
strong faculty and administra- Betty Vinson, and Miss
• ••
Vivi)
refreshments being served to
tion support and lovely new fac- Hale.
The Fall Festival will be held the ten members and four
ilities."
Twenty-eight members of the
at the Hazel Elementary School guests, Mrs. Hampton Erwin,
Then she added quickly, "And B&PW Club called
between the at six p. m. Admission will be Mrs. Autry Farmer, Mrs. GolI like this area of the country." hours of nine-thirty
to eleven
din Curd, and Mrs. E. W. Riley.
15 and 25 cents.
Since
assuming
her
duties
as o'clock in the morning.
•••
a ••
department chairman she has
• ••
Saturday, October 25
spent "as much time as posPut them on your ears or
A Ham shoot will be sponsorsible" evaluating the various Good
ed by the Kirksey PTA at the forehead. Stick them to the rim
home
economics
curricula,
New England ionny cakes are
of
your
glasses. Wear them a a
Calloway County Fairgrounds
which now number five.
good for breakfast. Sift together
starting at nine a. m. Coffee, tie tack. What are they? They're
Dr. Koenecke, who believes 1 cup of enriched
corn meal, 'a
hot dogs, cold drinks, and shells put-ons -- things that come in a
FORGOTTEN AT SERVICE STATION Sharcn Shiver,. 6, waits
strongly that faculty members cup of sifted
all-purpose flour, 1
will
be
wide
sold.
variety of designs. shapes
for her parents to return at the home of Estella Wertz in
"must be careful not to short- tablespoon
of sugar, and 1
• ••
and colors. They look like Jewels
Bethlehem. Ps.. following an embarrassing incident. En
change our students," has deteaspoon each of salt and baking
Monday,
October
2/
.They,
have
adhesive
on
slated mosnof her time this fall
the back
route to useir ho
aplsa N,T.:. 390 miles away. Mr..
powder into bowl. Add -1 iwattn,
The Kirksey
Eelementary an atlh;re to the skim. Each set CHANGES RACE TO WED Susan Sehaeman. a Younit whiti
to conferring with students and
and Mrs. Felton Stover and their five other children left a
woman.
sits
egg and I cup of milk; mix well.
with
her
three
children
in
School
Johannesburg, South
PTA will have its "Back of three comes with a
members.
staff
She
also
aerviet station without missing Sharon, who was In the rest
teaches Pour about i
six-month Africa,. after a South African
cup of batter for
to School" night at the school at supply of adhesive.
agency granted he appeal
two courses — Marriage and
room. A police officer was waiting at their home to notify
to be reclassified a Chinese so she can legally
each cake onto hot, lightly
7:30 p m The first and eighth
(Fan ta.aticks -Industries, P.O.
.welilhe fathen.- Family Relations and a graduate
them- Sharon hnd been left behind, and they-nttdrtrre-trark-of the children, Retry May, born in China. A South African
grade mothers will be hostess- Box 29422,
seminar, Adult Education. Ten greased griddle. Bake about 4
Atlanta, Ga.)
• after her a 24-hour round trip. •
law bans sexual intercourse between whites and non-whites.
es.
men are taking the family minutes on each side. Makes 8
•
ionny cakes.
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Dr. Alice Koenecke Returns To Murray
As Head Home Economics Department
After Completing Her Doctor's Degree

Lamb Chops

PERSONALS

West Home Scene
Of Bessie Tucker
Circle Meeting

Mrs. Vernon Nance
Hostess For
For B&PW Coffee
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Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And Get
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'Radioactive Waste Matter Poses
mblem For Nuclear Scientists
By CARL A. VINES
OAK RIDGE, Tenn. (UPI).—
Since the start of the atomic
era in the 1940s, nuclear reactors around the nation have produced 75 million gallons of hazardous, high level radioactive
waste materials.
Scientists here and elsewhere
still are wrestling with the problems of what to do with this
I material, which promises to be.
,1 come even more plentiful as
c more and more commercial nuclear reactors go into power
production.
.
- "Basically there are three approaches to waste manage
meat," says K. E. Cowser of
the Health - Physics Division of
Union Carbide, operators for the
Atomic Energy Commission of
the Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
"These can be summed up as
1 delay and decay, concentrate
'and confine and dilute and disperse," he adds. All three approaches are now used.
Some Are Harmless
Basically, there are three
classes of waste. There is the
material which has a short halflife of radioactive danger. Some
of this material decays into
harmless elements faster than
the reader can complete this
sentence.
There are other element:
which decay at a rate of one
to five years or so. These ele-

feet underground. The Process about 830 acres or one and a
Is somewhat like drilling for quarter square miles, will take
care of the waste disposal
oil.
Salt Mine Plan
For high level wastes, another program of permanent dis- needs through 1999," Bradshaw
posal involves
use of salt said.
mines.
"There are about 500,00(
In the salt mine process, the
square miles of natural salt
concentrated and
formations around the United waste is
containers some
steel
in
stored
States," says R. L. Bradshaw,
feet below the
2,000
to
1,000
a research engineer, "and only
earth, sealed in
the
of
surface
a small part of this is needed
remain perto supply the nation's salt re- salt where it would
man's natural
of
out
manently
quirements.
"We believe that one mine, environment.

1
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Biggest 'Launch' To Date

1

&

TIME

BY CLAY WADE BAILEY
FRANKFORT: Kentucky
Government Council is
accusing the Nunn Administration of "cheating" the
taxpayers out of *millions
by not getting higher inter-

est rates for bank deposits
in "sleeper" accounts.
Kentucky has on deposit
more than $60 million in
non-checking accounts in
more than 300 banks selected by the treasurer and
approved by the Finance
Department.

THE KENTUCKY Government Council, a private
group headquarted in
Louisville, points out that a
net of three per cent interest is paid on the money—
yet prime rates are as
high as eight per cent and
five per cent money is
available in government
bonds.
The Council referred to
net three per cent net as

nance men to give an effective argument for a change
in Kentucky's practice.
OHIO PUTS the money
up for public bid and the
money is put to work as
soon as it comes into the—

treasury.
And the Council pointed
out, Ohio's interest earnings last year were more
than ;25 million with an
average yield of 5.2 per
cent—compared to t h
three per cent in Kentucky.
"There is no statute preventing Kentucky from

Is complete.
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Those State Bank Deposits
Are Under Attack Again

'ridiculously 10 w" and
could reach the "proportion of a public disgrace."
The Council has argued
its ease before. For the last
five years, in fact. But this
time it brought in Ohio fi-

meats generally are stored in
steel tanks, shielded to prevent
radioation from escaping into
the atmosphere, and allowed to
sit buried beneath the earth
surface until the decay process

—

doing as well as Ohio," the
Council claimed. —No statutes prevented the two and
half per cent boost in 1966.
In Kentucky) responsible
officials have been clearly
remiss."

KENTUCKY BANKS for
many years have looked on
state deposits as a bonanza—and one of their arguments advanved to support
the policy is it "aids the
economy."
The accounts are distributed by the &tate treasurer
and while part is marked
"demand" deposit, as a
practical matter the entire
sum is not distributed during the term of an incumbtnt treasurer.
• In turn, banks find it
cbnvenient to end these
sums at a higher interest

rate.
AND—THE situation is
such that banks find themselves involved politically
—usually on the side of a
treasurer who has favored
them.

This support becomes
valuable in elections, and
banks have usually aided
one or another of the candidates for state tax treasurer—andcan expect
reward from deposits from
the winner.

For many years, banks
-paid nothing- -for ."deposists." Agitation developed a
few years ago,• and a rate-,
of a half per cent was effected and later hiked to
one per cent. But the banks
were able to lend money at
six per cent,-

CALIF.

OKLA.

AltIZ.

ma
tU
:
BPhili

g
TEXAS

more
rate went up to three per
cent.
It's still there, as the

effective rate — though the
surface rate says four per
cent. This is done by designating three fourths of the
deposit as "time" and onefourth as demand."

Hospital Report

Ciudad Acuna
MEXICO

Mrs. Debris Roberts, Rte. 6,
Mayfield; Mrs. Linda Hopkins,
Rte. 1, Farmington; Miss Trots
Perry, 203 Pine, Murray; Mark
Hutchenson, 101 No. 16th St,, Murray; Mrs. Dora Cherry, Rte. 3,
Murray; Mrs. Judy Outland, 803
No. 18th St., Murray; Merritt
Lake, White HallBox 804 MSU,
Murray; Alfred Burkeen, Rte. 3,
Murray; Mrs. Ethel Rogers, Box
363, Murray; William Kitchens,
Rte, 1, Hardin; Cary Rose, 214
So. 12th St., Murray; Miss Ethel
Paschall, 501 So. 9th St., Murray; Mrs. Mary McNeely, 509
Beale St., Murray.
DISMISSALS

Merritt Lake, Box 804 White
Hall MSU, Murray; Mrs. Margaret Cole, Rte. 1, Mayfield;
Clarence Cross, Rte. 1, Hardin; Leland Wyatt, 503—No. 5th
St., Murray; Ralph Ray, 1107
W. Olive, Murray; Mrs. Minnie
Clark, Rte. 1, Hazel; Mrs, Estella Hodges, Rte. 1, Puryear,
Tenn.; Chestley Adams, Rte. 3,
Murray; Mrs. Annie Brooks(To
Cony. Div.), 409 No. 6th St.,
Murray.

Then there is the low level
waste, material which can safeDuring the Breathitt adly be flushed away into rivers
and lakes or released into the
WITH A RECORD $3 billion in new or increased state taxes
atmosphere because the level of
before legislatures, the Tax Foundation, New York, comes
it
that
radioactivity is so low
out with this chart illustrating their climb from $1.3 billion.
PFANUTS
presents no hazard when diluted
(OUR BALL CUB
SOMETIMES I WONDER IF WE
e and flushed into man's natural
SURE
RAD
A
SHOULDN'T JUST GIVE UP,..
environment.
ipped-as they tuned up for the
The more difficult problem is
BAD SEASON
tarter's gun.
- involved in the high level,
Race officials saY the hulls
Liquid and solid wastes which
will be much longer this year and
are produced in the reprohe engine horsepower will be
cessing of used fuel elements
way up, which means more
from nuclear reactor cores.
JACK WOL1STON
By
Need Replacement
4
NEW YORK (UPI)-Bigger peed.
Earl Palmer, race coordinator,
: Up to now, this material has
boats . . . bigger engines . .
old Harold Eis, of Topeka, Kan.,
:been buried a few feet undermore
speed
...
ground in storage tanks— tanks
inner of the inaugural in 1964
That's the theme for the 1969
again in 1965, that if he
nd
: which must be periodically reOutboard World Championships
placed because of the natural
ouldn't do 100 miles per hour
Nov.
29-30
at
be
run
to
Lake
deterioration of the steel and
n the straightaways this year he
Havasu City, Ariz.
Nancy
other materials of which they
ight as well stay home.
And with a boost in total
are fabricated.
event had 15 boats
Last
year's
to $50,000
It is in this area of confining prizes from $30,000
O feet or longer. This year.
the annual
renewal
of
this
sixth
THERE'S THAT LITTLE
whose
wastes,
level
high
the
lmost 50 are expected to eXceed
radioactive half life ranges up event run over a four-mile, O feet, many featuring the new
PEST AGAIN
course on the
to 30 to 50 years, that the boomerang-shaped
unnel hulls.
the
becomes
Colorado
River
Atomic Energy Commission Is
The longest hull in 1968 was
in history.
; pushing dramatic new concepts. richest outboard event
hat of Gary Ferguson, Hunting
time
for
the
first
Being
run
I Scientists here believe that
on Beach, Calif., at 21 feet, 7
l this fission waste can be safely under sanction of the American 'nches. This yesiC's field will
Power Boat Association (APBA),
: and effectively removed from
nclude at least eight 22-footeryear's field will be limited to
: man's environment through two this
and two measuring 23 feet.
number
or
whatever
150
boats,
processes.
As for the souped-up engines,
system, has registered by Oct. 15.
disposal
• One
there
will be,* number of boats
It appeared that the number
: involving materials in the medwith 160, 165, 170 and 175
and
the
limit
be
close
to
would
: ium range of radioactivity, is
orsepower this year. That comat least in excess of the record
i the hydraulic fracturing prowith a top of 140 last year.
ares
cedures. This system is now field of 136 that sought last
Race officials say several of
year's
prizes.
'being used at Oak Ridge and
be capable of
Pre-race trials, of course. may he boats will
(.involves mixing the liquid radio120 miles per hour
than
etter
- active waste with concrete to take their toll. Several boats on the straightaway.
:. form a grout which is pumped were knocked out last yearRon Jones, who builds boats
disintegrated when it
; into shale formations 500 to 800
at Costa Mesa,Calif., has a single-

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

CROSSWORD PUZZLE UPW
vmw noomu
WAWA
1 Reach across
5.Fall in drops
9-Body of water
12 Great Lake
13-Lampreys
14-Mature
15-Symbol for
tellurium
16 Cried
18 Electrified
particle
20.Saint (abbr.)
22 Highway
24 Datum
27-Highlander29-Allowance for
waste
31 -Base
32 Body of
soldiers
34-Platform
36 Compass point
37-Ceremony
39-Signify
41-River in
Siberia
42-Crowd
disturbance
44 Satiated
45 Range of
knowledge
47 Delineated
49-Metal fasteners
50-Brother of
Jacob
52 Profound
54.A state
(abbr.)
55-Anger
57-River duck
59-Preposition
61 Crony (colloci.)
'634;tetain
65-Skin ailment
67-Abstract being
68 Organs of
hearing
69 Boy attendant
Down
1 -Place
2-Ordains

3 Three-toed
sloth
4 Recent
5-Railroad station
6-Hold back
7-Prefix not
8 Greek letter
9 Trite
10 Symbol for
silver
11 -Old pronoun
17 Teutonic deity
19 Preposition
21 Sound a horn
23-Lifeless
25 Vying
26 Kind of
fabric (pt )
27 Blow
28 Journey
30 Cravats
33-Remunerated
35 Break suddenly
38 Nobleman
40 Great bustard
1

Boating

1

43 Seesaw
46 Metal fasteners
48 Cries
Si Chaldean city
53 Parent (collog)
56.Piece out
58-Once around
track
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by Charles M. Schulz
NEVER,CHARLIE BROWN! WHY,
I THINK SOMEBON KEEPS GIVING
I'VE HEARD IT SAID THAT ON A
US THE WRONG AFTERNOONS!
GIVEN AFTERNOON ANY BALL CLUE,
CAN f3EAT ANY, OTHER BALL CLIdBi;-

z_(

22-

by Ernie Bushmiller

v 4 NIGHTS

111

dophle occupancy • per person
At a Modern
Resort Lodge

,--:
1111

•

11"AT r4
•

Planned Recreation
Programs & Sped
Evening
Entertainment

AT THESE KENTUCKY STATE PARKS: • Cambertand Feb
at Carlin • General Saber et Carrells* • Many Wiley at Prestensburg
• Wacky Deno Viso at Gabertmille • Lake Camobertand at hear
bag • Netters' Bridge at glade • Carter Cayes it Olive NW
BankAmericard and any INTERBANK card honored
The $44 package rite per person includes meals, entertainment and
lodging (double occupancy) in a Itaurious room wlth two double beds.
from Sunday everting dinner through Thursday lunch every week faun
October 12, 1969 threash Month 26, 1970...(=opt Christmas
Mambo. 21-27).
Cali GAM beeenetion. Preidleit. Mt) 223 Mid sr see year lecel bad loft
Fee breeinire. new Treed, Freredeet. ito 40601, Deperteniet KT IC
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Abbie'N Slats
engine tunnel hull that has been
clocked at 105 mph. More than
a dozen of the Jones' hulls, including several three-engine jobs,
will compete for the first time at YOU HEARD ME--/*1 CHECK/Na
OUT.'I WON'T BE A PARTY IN
Havasu.
THIS SWINDLE THE ONLV THiNG
About 20 Glastron/Molinaris WE GOT TO OUR NAME IS
are expected to compete in the THAT ROLLS HOYCE-three glasses-single-engine, twinengine and unlimited. These
sleek tunnel hulls from the drawing board of famed Italian
designer Angelo Molinari are
rated among the fastest.
I %
jsianiut.,
In the Havasu event, top
money goes to the driver piling
up the greatest distance in eight
411111I2I0iii
hours of competition-four on
Nov. 29 and four on Nov. 30.
Robert P. !McCulloch Jr., race
director, sail $48,000 of the
$50,000 purse would be split
among the first 30 finishers,
ranging from $15,000 for the
Abner
winner down to $200 for the
30tp boat. A $1,000 prize
THANKS TO HIM
goes to the highest finishing
SALOMEY'S NOW-5"101trisingle engine. $500 to the driver
-DROckf rRusr/i\i'LY
of the leading single engine the
'FATBACK DONE RESTORED
first day, and $500 to the driver
HEADED FO'-PAA/7 MAHFA/TH IN HUMANS"
traveling the farthest distance
PANT.r.r- KISS/N'
GRUNTS
PORKNOV
TO
to Lake Havasu City for the
ROCK IV/F ME-HIMSELF.'!
event.
* •• _
Priest shortage '
in Philippines
MANILA (UPI) - The Philippines, the only Roman Catholic
country in Asia, needs more
priests. Official figures show
there are only aba1t-5,557
priests -- half of them foreigners
in the Philippines, or about
one priest for every 5,000
Catholics in the country.
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60-Born
61-Hebrew letter
62-Indefinite
article
64-Babylonian
deity
66-Symbol for
calcium
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neighborhood, President Nixon and Mexico's President Gustavo Diaz Ordaz will meet Sept. 8. They will dedicate the
Arnustad Darn and confer on U.S.-Mexico relation.
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by R. Van Buren
tCNO MATTER /40W YOU SLICE
IT, NAOU'RE PLOTTING TO EUCHRE
THE MANAGER OF THIS
UPHOLSTERED TRAP
OUT OF HIS TAB -WHO COULD
THAT BE?

The
at Br(
Goldmai
(Ham

THE MANAGER AT YOUR SERVICE,
HONORED CUESTS. AND I DON'T
WANT YOU TO EVEN CON5/0ER
THE COST: THE PARTY'S ON THE
WALDORF HYSTERIA"

hosti

by Al Capp
ALL CRATED AND
REA
TO BE
SHIPPEDTO
FATBACK!!

over
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By JACK GAVER
THE GODFATHER -Mario Paso
UPI Drama Editor
LOVE MACHINENEW
YORK (UPI)-The THE
Jacqueline Susann
management of "Man of La THE ANDROMEDA
STRAINMancha," which will reach the
Michael Crichton
four-year niark on Nov. 22, has PORTNOY'S COMPLAINTPhilip Roth
made an unusual move to stimuOR ARDORlate business at the Martin Beck ADA
Vladimir Nabokov
Theater.
NAKED CAME THE STRANGERPenelope Ashe
With the permission of
Actors' Equity Association, for- THE PRETENDERSGwen Davis
eign guest stars are being per- EXCEPT
FOR ME AND THEEmitted to appear in the title role. )esaarny n West
NEW
MOON
The first one is Claudio
RISINGEugenia Price
Brook of Mexico. He starred in A PLACE
IN
THE COUNTRY
IS
the Spanish version of the show
Sarah Gainham
which had a seven-month run in
Mexico City. Brook is of
Ncallypti••
English-Mexican parentage and
speaks English fluently. His con- THE PETER PRINCIPLE-Laurence
J. Peter and Raymond Hull
tract is for 10 weeks.
THE KINGDOM AND THE
The management is negotiaPOWER-Gay Take
ting with other players who THE MAKING OF THE PRESIDENT 1968-Theodore H. White
starred in "Man of La Mancha"
BETWEEN PARENT AND TEENabroad. Should the experiment
AGER-Dr. Hann G. Ginott
work out, Keith Michell of JENNIE-Ralph G. Martin
Britain would follow Brook. ERNEST HEMINGWAYCarlos Baker
Others with whom negotiations
AN UNFINISHED WOMANhave been started include Gideon
Lillian Hellman
Singer of Israel, Jacques Brel MISS CRAIG'S 21-DAY SHAPE-UP
PROGRAM
FOR MEN AND
of France, Josef
Meinrad
of Germany and Somogore Ichi- THEWOMEN -Marjorie Craig
MONEY GAMEkawa of Japan.
Adam Smith
So far, the musical has been THE 900 DAYS-Harrison Salisbury
produced in 16 countries. Profits on a $200,000 investment
* * *
exceed $5 million.
The Broadway production of
"Fiddler on the Roof" began
its sixth year Sept. 22.
This musical has been presented in 16 foreign countries.
A Paris production is due
Nov. 14. At least nine other
countries are to get productions.
UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa.
The New York and touring (UPI) - Effectiveness and
companies in the United States consumer safety in the use of
• have grossed more than ;39.5 pesticides is assured by
million in the first five years. regulations carried out by
That fashionable supper cluE federal and state governments,
known as the Empire Room is says D.L. Bieriein, pesticides
: stillin the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel. coordinator of the Pennsylvania
• where it opened when the hotel State University.
did in 1931, but it started this
• season in a new location.
Bierlein noted that a
The ,old room wa6 on the manufacturer who wants to use
right as one entered the hostel- a new chemical needs
ry on the Park Avenue side. registration from the U.S.
Now, it is directly opposite, on Department of Agriculture
the left.
(USDA). He must be able to
The new spot formerly was demonstrate the product's
the Sert Room, used mainly for usefulness and effectiveness.
banquets.
Data given by the
Singer Tony Bennett had the manufacturers also includes
honor of being the first enter- long-term and acute effects
tainer in the new Empire Room, found on highly sensitive test
which is an improvement *for animals.
coo
-'Apectators. In the old room, the
If the safety of a product
bandstand and performing space canndt be demonstrated, it will
-and Lwere itt- the iniddle, with the not be registered, regardless of
tables surrounding them in a its effectiveness, Bierlein said.
semicircle. There were a number
If a USDA approved chemical
of spots where customers is meant for use in foods, the
scarcely could see the show.
Food and Drug Administration
In the new room, the band ( FDA) tests it for
and entertainers work at one pesticide residue in foodstuffs. A
end, with all the customers seat- tolerance level is then
ed in front of them.
established by the FDA
Anthony Newley, appearing according to what is safe over a
here in a night club for the prolonged period of time
first time, followed Bennett as
5* *
the headliner. Subsequent bookings through December bring
singers Shirley Bassey, Johnny
Mathis, Petula Clark, Lainie Historical
Oranges were grown first in
Kazan and the Four Seasons,
each for two-week engagements. Southern Asia. References to
them date back to 2200 B.C.
The off-Broadway production, They
were brought to Florida by
"Adaptation-Next," two short early
Spanish explorers and
plays, has been so successful colonists,
some time between
that its sponsors are setting up 1513, when
Ponce de Leon was
duplicates in Boston and Los.
looking for the fountain of
Angeles. Elaine May and
Terrence Mc;'ally are the respec- youth, and 1565 when St.
Augustine, the first Florida
tive authors.'
colony,
was established.
The Boston production alBefore 1577, oranges also
ready has opened at the home of
were planted in South Carolina.
the theater Company of Boston.
The orange reached California
The Los Angeles version opens
Oct. 18 at the Mark Taper with the founding of San Diego
Mission in 1769 but the first
Forum.

Safety
a concern
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grove of considerable size was at
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Redem tion Center Next
Door To Store
We Halidle Only U. 5. Prime Beef,
We Re. erve The Right To Limit,

•

U.S. No. I Red

FraE15

With Coupon

U.S. INSPECTED

10 LB. BAG
pommimmnierrrpern-

r
NEB

MEI

revt

SHOULDER
LB

Tr

111r7
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U.S. INSPECTED
EXCELLENT
NO. 21

BAKING QUALITY

CAN

LB.

oo

FRUIT
NO. 2/2 CAN

C .... N
PRI
'
IC
VLLIN

II

hostess can help you
over the anxiety of getting acquainted in new
surroundings and make
you -feel at "Home
Sweet Home," again.
She will bring gifts and
vital information from
your neighborhood business and civic leaders.
Call

69t

BUTT
POR

LB.

CAN

INF

FRESH GROUND

O
LB.

MARTHA
COLUMBIA

5 LB.

WHITE

SLICED

BAG

Limit 2

RC

CHICKEN PARTS
BREAST

A.

CHUCK

U.S. PRIME
FIRST CUT

LB.

LB.

55c

59c
59c

THIGHS
LEGS
WINGS
BACKS & NECKS

59c
29c
I9c

FRESH
LIVER

LB. 89c

FRESH
GIZZARDS LB. 39c

IMIN•

VALUABLE COUPON
PERSONAL SIZE

IVORY 41- 19c
REDEEM THIS COUPON

FRESH

SMALL TENDER

SPARE RIBS L.69t Neck Bones 29t
BACON
85t SAUSAGE
49C
LB.

MISS LIBERTY

lluer
OCT._28

THIS OFFER GOOD THRU

COUNTRY STYLE

SLICED

GOOD ONLY AT
NORMAL RETAIL PRICE
USE THIS COUPON

4/33C

j

1 COMPLEXION BAR OF

SafeguREG.ard
'Free
SIZE with this couPon

LB,

LB

ARMOUR SKINLESS

OLD FASHIONED

WHOLE OR

HALF

BOLOGNA
FRANKS
39t
BEEF LIVER LB 39 FAT BACK LB 29
69t
PEN
N.
SALMON
BREAD CHAMP GAL cANS1.41
CRISCO LB. 69
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IONE
GcAA
LNSi
.41
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CAKE MIX 341 Strawberries 4'1°11 COBBLER
69t
TISSUE 4 FoR29e CHILI
3A03,,,ss,1 POTATOES
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OCT. 28 th
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OFFER EXPIRES
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RETAIL PRICE*PER COMPLEV0'.
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12 °Z. PKG.59t

NICE THICK

FRESH SLICED

AR

AUK CHUM

TALL CAN

ALL VEGETABLE

ANTI

MISS LIBERTY

FREEZE

19'

BL ACKBERR Y.PE ACH & APPLE

A

STILLWELL FROZEN

KELLY's WITH BEANS

NEW CROP SWEET

LB 11 Ot
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91(0/aU40/1
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SHANK POR59
TENDER SMOKED

303

IS

DELTA

The
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LB. CAN
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Until Widnite For Your
Shoppirg Convenience.

Sic,.

The Season: A Candid Look San Gabriel Mission where 400
Broadway, by
William • • • lings were planted on a six
at
acre tract in 1804.
Goldman.
(Harcourt, Brace & World.

41‘ TIMIC1 —

JOY LIQUID

GT. SIZE

TURNER'S

JONATHON

LB.

J'

•

•

Linda Adams
Phone 7534378

1!.)
1
The Most
Famous Basket
in the Worlda

4

•
"MISS COLUMBUS, USA"
Crowned in Columbus, Ohio,
Yvonne Gaile Phillips, "Miss
Columbus, Ind.," is the new
"Miss Columbus USA." She
was chosen over 10 other
girls representing U.S. cities
named Columbus.

BAG

GAL

LIBERTY COUPON
U. S. NO. 1 RED
POTATOES 10 LB. I9c
With Coupon & 55.00
Add. Purchase Exc.
Tobacco & Dairy Pro.
Void After Oct. 28th.

IBER TY COUPON
100 TRADING 100
STAMPS
ith Coupon & $5.00
Purchase
Exc. Tobacco & Dairy
Products
Void After Oct. 28th.

LIBERTY COUPON
50 TRADING 50
STAMPS

With Coupon & Pur.
4 LB. Red Del.
APPLES
Void After Oct. 28th.

LIBERTY COUPON
50 TRADING 50
STAMPS
,With Coupon And
Purchase Of 3 BAGS
HALLOWEEN CANDY
Void After Oct. 28th.
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Rivals Mall
For Nis Wife
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"Ninety to ninety-five per cent of
our income comes from milk. If we
don't show a profit, we don't stay in
business—it's as simple as that,"
Paul Blalock and Otley White, western Kentucky dairy farmers, said.
Blalock and White—brothers-inlaw and partners in a 2I6-acre farm
and a herd of dairy cows in Calloway County, Kentucky—have one
of the highcst producing Jersey
herds in the state.
Last year they sold approximately
870,000 pounds of milk through the
Paducah Division of Dairymen, Inc.
Their herd of about 100 cows
showed an average of 9,762
pounds of milk and 517 pounds of
butterfat. The latest breed average
figures for Kentucky showed 7,907
pounds of milk and 402 pounds of
fat for Jerseys. The state average
for Holsteins was 12,091 pounds of
milk and 436 pounds of fat.
Just how do you go about producing nearly 2,000 pounds of milk
above your breed average? "There's
no luck involved," according to Ted
Howard, University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture dairy specialist at Murray.
Howard summed up the Blalock
and White operation as: "They combine the latest innovations in feedmg and management with an cm1..phasis on good-sized, high-producing cows.
"There's no guesswork with these
dairymen. They use production records to build and maintain their
herd, they have a good sanitation

and health program, and they use
imagination in cropping their land
for abundant, high-quality feedstuff
for their animals. This totally professional approach has allowed them
to make money in dairying," Howard added.
Labor, so far, has not been a

limey Ca
le lade I lair*
College of Agriculture
University of Kentucky
problem. Each man has a son who
helps in the operation. It takes one
2 hours milking time
/
man about 51
in their double-four, herringbone
milking parlor.
Some labor is hired during haying
time, however. Blalock and White
have about 115 acres of pasture land
that is crop land in rotation. They
sow timothy and red clover, cut it
once for hay, and then use it for
pasture. Last year, they put up
about 240 tons of hay.
They also grow 40 acres of corn
and 20 acres of wheat on their farm
and 20 acres of rented land. The
corn is primarily grown for silage,
with the surplus corn harvested as
grain. The wheat is sold as grain,
and the straw serves as bedding in
their pole-type loafing barn.
Blalock and White figure that
they usually have 5 months of pasture. Since pastures start drying up
in July, they begin to feed hay about
that time and start silage with hay
around 2 .months later. They use
grain in the milk house-12 pounds
per head of 16-per cent protein supplement.
The herd is on DHIA production
testing records, and it has .been continuously for 19 years. Blalock and
White rely heavily on these records
to cull their herd, breed and feed
their animals, and select replacement
stock. They raise all their herd replacements and sell some in breed
promotion sales each year.
White, who is in charge of the
calf raising program, has done a remarkable job. During the past two
years, he has raised 107 of 111

heifer calves. The calf program is
carried on with minimum facilities—
but close supervision. The calves
are started in converted poultry
houses, milk replacer is fed to the
young calves, and plenty of bedding
is used to keep individual calf pens
dry.
In their selective breeding program, milk production is of prime
importance. Both men feel that a
cow without some weakness just
doesn't exist, so they pick a bull
that will strengthen a particular
cow's shortcoming.
Blalock, who is a member of the
advisory board of the Paducah Division of Dairymen, Inc., is a strong
believer in the dairy cooperatives
and his Jersey herd in particular.
"Developing and managing a
good herd of cattle is a satisfying
challenge," he said. "Jerseys have
done a good job for us, and while
we breed for size and production, I
wouldn't want to destroy the basic
characteristics that identify the cow's
breed. An engineer, for instance,
wouldn't want to modify an automobile until it became an airplane
or boat."
"There may be easier work," Blalock conceded, "but I enjoy what
I'm doing—if I didn't, I'd do something else."

Cr
constant discussion of educaUsei
77_z "In
and sellable and colleges, with the
changes that are taking place in curriculums
and standards, we should realise the vest
strides education has made glace early American colonial days,' Mary Zarle Gould remarks Is an evocative exposition, When We
Were Very Young imib. by A. S. Illarnse).
Thera wore no slates, books, or desks for
each pupil until at least 100 years after the
first saealted Iiutiiie" schools had been es-

teacher had a high desk and
Unlinked
stool and pupils sat on wooden benches,
another.
the pies so one side and the boys on
for
The loacher's kfe was not a happy one,
from
he net only bad little pay, but boarded
fare
owe lbeUIMI te another, taking whatever
to
was gives to Min free The teacher had
Gould
is adit puha to eke out his living," Mrs.
resitarna
Teoeher of the first public school in New
Ansalorilast (the later-day New York) was
aim a laundryman.
lire. Goulds reference to girls sitting apart from boys in schoolrooms
warn pertinent during a comparatively
tato era in American education. As
she monazite, -The privilege of a public esineolion was sot granted them till
keg after the Rev. John Harvard
made possibie the establishment of
Marvaed College. One could read, Who
will mot our food if girls are to be
tallest phiioeopay and astronomy?"
The palitie school concept of free instruction of both girls and boys in
reading, arithmetic, geography, history, penmanship, and other subjects,
had prineipal acceptance nationally
after the Civil War. It brought structures especially designed for education
(instead el makeshift buildings), both
male and female teachers specially
trained; improved equipment, such as
individual desks for pupils; and providing for instruction in health, homewefts, end trades.
CLARK KINNAIR)
Ifew taisidliar type of school
dank will Meng pest and individual
iniossloced into common use
is U.S. In IMO, as pictured in patent.

Week. (Un-au a ries(
the affecting et his
Diana, sad bet's lest pleaty
thong ever it.
His rival is a meedpeekerand if be isn't peck*, he'
peeking.
The Mellases, who have
(*Him, have Hved in the
bosses te
Mialept
discourage the esteress bird.
71r„
But at melt Mem the
sew F;it'
knocking remised.
The wesulpeoker first became
1:1
11114'
attracted Is Mrs. Menem
"i111111
14"II °114 11°'
.
the bunny lived in Kest, 10
•f
miles south of Settee. He
would mug upside dew outside
the dining rem vriatiew and
stare at the U-year-.Id Msswile until see putted the drapes.
r
i 1.7
Mares Threegh Window
"Thee it would fly aimed
le` t. 4
04 1.
and hang upside dew mid
'
AgiL
.g :Witajr
Whig
the
me
Orem*
at
stare
roost window anti I pelted
these drapes," she mitt.
60. _
111
111V
The bird's favorite \simmering place was right sieve the
bedroom window where Nannaa
slept-or tried to sleep- Merin
Distributed by Xlike Teesinse Orialeate
He works the
ey.
the
graveyard shin for a glass
company.
Sem* chapels
Neilsen had eae thosght on rappiag out his seag of love.
REACH AGREEMENT
how te deal with the problem, Game protectors etained to
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
but police peened eat Mat the Nellsons that the bird is Rev. Edward L. R. Uwe, pastor WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
woodpecker! are seitgeirde- merely trying be attract a of the National Presbyterian leternatimal Association of
Mt&
Air
United
and
and theredsee are protected.
Church in Washington, is the Machinists
"Seat magi" Nellsea owe- ''Who? He?," Mrs. Neilsen 59th Chaplain of the United Limes have reached tentative
1rs asked. "That bird must think! States Senate. He is the 10th agreement on a new contract in
plainest. "Ret-a-tat-tan
that threatened the
worse use seine of these rock have Mies la my head."
Presbyterian and the fifth pastor a dispute
strike Oct. 24. The
a
bands.''
with
line
of the National Presbyterian
Things get so bad in Keat the
membership will vote this
Church (dating from 1794) to anion
on whether to accept the
Neilsons decided to move. First
be elected to the Senate chap- Teel
they win to the Duwessish Navajo doeumeetery
tact covering 18,000 mechanics
laincy.
area wale waiting Mir their
land related workers. The strike
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) new Tamil& home to be Sherwood Price will take his
cleW was canceled.
completed. '-The woodpecker fin crew to Widow Rock and Chaplin ineeling
Canyon de Chetty, Aria., for
tagged along.
DALLAS, Tex.(UPI) - MiliShows Up, kre Enough
location shooting of "A Nation
"Thee, we finally Reeved Within," a documentary on the tary chaplains stationed in the Missionary schools
here," said Mrs. Neitsoa, "mid, first wnivereity run for and by central United States plan a conSPRINGFIELD, Mo. (CPOvocation here Oct. 20-22. The
Navajos.
sure enough, it showed ip."
The Assemblies of God leads all
three-day affair is sponsored by
3he mounted a wig stead la
the Division of Service to Mili- other denominations with 85
her ivriseem in an effort Is
radar beam reached the
A
training
ministerial
tary Personnel in the Lutheran foreign
"scarecrow the bird away," bat
the first time on Jan.
for
moon
schools.
Council.
he ignored it sad went right on
1946.
TUKWILA,
Robert Nausea
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Even then, under current cent of all Egyptians over the
laws, offenders are allowed to age of 10 are illiterate) who
accumulate tickets and pay them cannot even read traffic signs
off in one lump sum at the properly.
Only one thing saves us
end of the year.
Traffic cops here are faced from complete chaos here," said
motorized N;est- with a task of attempting to one official. "Egyptians may
By RAYMOND WILKINSON with figures in
ern nations they are considered discipline a nation of poor dri- be bad drivers but at least they
CAIRO(UPI) - If you think high in Egypt s pastoral land- vers with an inadequate fines drive relatively slowly. If they
your local traffic cop is a little scape.
system and a set of archaic drove as fast as motorists in
too quick with his ticket book
A major factor in the nation's traffic laws which allow many most other cities they would
consider the plight of the Egypt- malfunctioning fines system is illiterate persons to drive ve- kill off half the population."
ian motorist.
that though policemen are free hicles and which, in many in* 0*
Policemen last year handed with their tickets, many of them stances, do not even cover comout 1,899,000 tickets to the are too little too late.
mon driving offenses.
nation's 170,000 private car owFor instance, there is no pro- Pastor limits
provisions
ners, an average of 11 tickets No
vision to fine motorists who speeches
for every motorist in the land.
Maj. Gen. Saleh Hussein, cen- fail to stop after an accident
HIGH POINT, N.C. (UPI)Police officials say motorists tral traffic chief, said that for or for those who drive along
One of the nation's most rehere are probably the most hiei- the majority of traffic offenses "cycles only" lanes.
quested public speakers, The
ly ticketed in the world. The such as speeding or driving
Hussein said the problem
Bapfist miniauthorities have become increas- through a stop sign fines range should be tackled at its root - Rev. Tom Haggai, a
speaks longer
ingly alarmed that this prolific from 15 to 100 piasters (34 in the license issuing depart- ster, says he never
fines system has done little to cents to $1.30). And there are ment. Under existing standards than 45 minutes.
"People can't be as attentive
stern the natirm's spiraling acci- no provisions in the current laws practically anyone can obtain
that,- Rev. Haggai, who
after
sueoffenders
dent rate.
repeated
to fine
a license merely by driving a
about 1,000 speeches
makes
were
A
persons
1,714
amounts.
year
Last
cesaively heavier
car forward about 10 yards and
killed and 7k24 were injured motorist who commits his first then reversing it. Police officials around the country, explained.
_
* 0*
in this predominantly rural land speeding offense will probably say many holders are illiterate
of 32 million persons. Though be ticketed for the same amount persons (recently published govadministrators say these statis- as a driver caught for the tenth ernment figures show 70 per
New post
tics may be low by comparison time.
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (UPI)The Rev. Donald H. Lee, Lutheran campus minister at Massachusetts Institute of Technology
has been appointed to the
faculty of Harvard Divinity
School to assist in the supervision of student field work programs. Lee, 41, will continue
to represent the National Lutheran Campus Ministry at MIT
and to serve as associate pastor
the University Lutheran
at
Church in Cambridge.

Egyptian drivers average
11 traffic tickets a year

NCC sets
Jarob Jayne,
R-N.Y.

Eda a rd Brooke
R -Mass.

Robert P. Griffin.

Birch Rayll,
D-1.d.

Margaret Chase Smith,
R-Maine

Charles Goodell,

Ralph Smith,

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. (UPI)The
National
Council
of
Churches (NCC) has set its 1970
budget at $21.5 million, lowest
in five years. The 1969 budget
was $23.6 million.
Dr. R.H. Edwin Espy, general
secretary of the NCC, said in
his report that the "over-all fiscal situation poses some of the
most critical problems which the
Cotrficil has confronted in this
area during its history and certainly during the past decade."

Clifford Case,

say they will vote against
'NO" ON HAYNSWORTH- Here are eight U.S. senators who
confirmation of Fed#ral Judge Clement F. Hayrisworth for the U.S. Supreme Court_la-___
eentutive- to possible conflicts of interest seems to be the principal objection to .hini.

1 N.

bulket

At present there are about
600,000 Indians in the United
States.
O

00

Two volcanoes emerged few
the Pacific to create the island of
Tahiti.

The
1970VW
wM stay ugh/
longer.
The equipment is faster and
more thorough than any mechanic alive.
And it's so advanced, it
can actually tell you you
have a problem early, before
it becomes a real problem.
1111110
11111111
81 mph vs. 78 mph.)
For instance, let's say the
It has better acceleration.
resistance in one of your spark plug
But most important, it doesn't have to
wires is too high.
work as hard to get you where you're
Nothing serious, but it could reduce
going.
gas mileage and eventually foul up
your
Thus, according to every calculation
your spark plugs.
known to man, it will last even longer.
During a Diagnostic Checkup, our
And just to make sure the engine and
can find and we can fix this
equipment
long,
a
leads
part
VW
every other
in
a matter of minutes.
problem
happy life, we have another surprise
-1
When you buy a new VW,you:re enfor 1970:
tfre to four of these advanced checkups
The Volkswagen Diagnostic Checkup. titled
Now before the name scares you
Who could be a better deal than
away, listen to what it i$:
that?
free
VW Diagnosis is.an exclusive
You buy a bug
service checkup by trained technicians
We take owe of !fie bugs.
equipment.
diagnostic
special
using

What hath Volkswagen
wrought this year,?.
A longer-lasting engine,
that's what.
It's more powerful than
the old engine. (Top speed:

WALL YOLUVIAGEN
$OO Citestriket

Murray, Ky.
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Serving Calloway County For Years With .
.

HURRY BACK FOLKS, AND...

BETTER

Publicity in recent months conzerning tight money, high interest rates and non availability
of credit may be leading rural
residents to the belief that there
is no credit available for their
housing needs. The announced
seventy five percent reduction
In federal construction funds has
been misunderstood in some circles as being a reduction in federally supported loan programs.
It should be pointed out that
this seventy-five percent reduction applies to federally owned
property such as post office buildings, military property, dams,
etc., and did not reduce theamount available to loan for construction of privately owned property.
4
In fact, the Department of AgVALUABLE OUPON 4041.4110).
riculture, recognizing the crit•
ical housing shortage for lower
income rural residents, has allocated a larger amount of hous••
ing funds to the Farmers Home •
Administration in Kentucky this
year than was allocated the year •
before. These funds are available to low income residents, re••
gardless of age or occupation,
Good week,„f
o 10 23 thru 10-29
who need homes and are unable
PARKER'S
SUPER MKT.
Good
••
to get home loans from other
lending agencies in the area.
WITHOUT COUPON
These funds can be used to
0 WITH COUPON
White, Yellow
purchase an existing dwelling, 0
to purchase a lot and build a
or Devil Food
0
new one; or repair, improve
or enlarge a dwelling already
owned.
Property, to be eligible, must
VALUABLE COUPON 0000000
be in a rural area(may be located in a community having a population of not more than 5500). The
dwelling must be of modest design, size and cost. Interest rate
VEGETABLE SHORTENING
on the loan is six and one-fourth
percent and my be repaid over a
period consistent with the expect3-1b. can
ed remaining useful lito of the
property, not to exceed 33 years.
Families interested in learning more about a housing loan
are encouraged to contact Farmers Home Administration, 403
ENGLISH MOUNTAIN
South Seventh Street, Mayfield,
between the hours of 8:00 a.m.
and 12:00 noon and 1:00 p.m. to
5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday, or Agriculture Stabilization
and Conservation Service office
Can
located over Svrann's Supermarket, South Third Street, Murray,
from 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon
SHE DO'S
first and third Wednesdays each
month.
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ARKER'S
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410400 0.404,
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ROUND STEAKb89:1
sullszaiiN
T-uf4imice
MAXWELL HOUSE

COFFEE _

GREEN BEANS

2-1b. can

$1.39

STEAK lb 990 STEAK $1.29b
U.S. Choice
Boneless

5*4

SNOWDRIFT

14o. (UPI)—
;od leads all
18
With 85
I
training

U.S. CHOICE BEEF

RUMP
ROAST

SUNFLOWER
P ORN MEAL
Plain & Self-Rising
5 lb. Bag

Reelfoot All-Meat

Field No. 1 Sliced

450

Krey 1 -lb. cup
Pork

1 -lb. pkg.

- TOWELS

PEANUT BUTTER
and Psu..SHMALLOW
12-oz.
Jar

DEL PaONTE

KRAFT PARKAY

YELLOW CLING

MARGARINE

PEACHES
Lge. # 21 Can

MISS WISCONSIN

FASHIONETTES

3

GREEN PEAS
2 err. 290

By United Press International
The bulky look in shoes for
boys features squared toes and
puts a lot of emphasis on
metallic trims.

KELLY'S

KRAFT

17-oz.
Can

VIENNA

VAN
MACARONI

CAMP
SAUSAGE
4-oz. can

***

CHEESE DINNER
Shapes and sophistication are
the keys to the fashionable
male's fall suit. Jackets are
longer, and shoulders — squared.
Lapels are broad, flared or
peaked. Suit shaping heads
toward the waist-suppressing
mood.

7-oz.
3 for 39°

),

* * *

Boots are popular as ever for
Mft but the buckled boot is
fall's hottest footwear item. The
boots are available in suede,
burnished, antiqued and grained
leathers.
*88
Knit leisurewear, according to
the October issue of
Gentlemen's Quarterly, is more
in the fashion news than ever
before. Knit shirts, many belted,
with contrasting stripes, zig-zags
and saddle-stitching are featured
The classic argyle sweater also
has been revived — for the
females, as well. The same for
sleeveless sweaters with V and
scoop necks. For men and
omen they are paired with
lorful and contrasting shirts.

KRAFT

46 Oz. Can

11AYONNAISE

_eq

Red
iiikA

ALWAYS SOMETHING NEW

of 590

ORAPES

FRUITPIES

Florida Ruby Red
S-lb. bag

GRAPEFRUIT

APPLES

1 1

Fresh, Crisp
0
1-1b. bag 10

CARROTS

14,

COOKIES _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ 2

Pkgs. 49°

0

39
ITUTTER BEANS _ 2 F0
iliD1G
r
S
FriTCA

MID DINNERS (excl. ham) — — — 11-oz. 390
REGULAR 20-01 BOX

CIIEER

FLAVOR- KIST
110 BARS

140.Z.

DETERGENT

2'boxes'49°

FrsA"
GREENr PEAS

10-oz. 2 F°R
'
35

Frosty Acres
2 Pkg.
CUT CORN

* 8*

Check the family health
insurance. Generally youngsters
tare protected under family plans
at least tintil they are 19.
-* * *
Fashion designers like the
look of pearls ..ith fall and
inter fashions.

D WAFFLES

FLAVOR KIST LEMON CUSTARD - 12-oz.

•* *

Fabrics in the Oscar de La
Rents line for winter are full of
depth and intricate pattern.
often with the look of colored
layers, like carved lacquer work.
Some costumes combine thick
and thin fabric in the same
pattern. Many of the tweeds are
woven with yarn as well as
thread.

pesci.Apple, Cherry —

Frosty Acres

Red Jonathan & Golden Delklous
0
4-lb. bag 39

SPA

Morton - 20-oz.

7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
6 Days a Week

10-ox. 2 F°R 39°

EPA KR'S
SUPER MARKET

30
SOPER MARlifT

•••

---""-".".•••••
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Lone Oak Child
Killed In Mishap

SEEN & HEARD . .

TIME% —

This steer
has a real
(Continued From Paw Ono)
who looked like Sophia Laren, bay window

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

WEDNESDAY - OCTOBER

22. ufig

Older Americans
(CoetInued From Pape One)
be would veto a committee
passed bill boosting Veterans'
educational benefits an average
of 46 per cent.
He said the size of the increase in the bill would "require reconsideration" because
they were "excessive and their
effect would be inflationary."
Nixon urged instead approval
of his own proposal for a 13
per cent increase.

dressed like Sophia Laren, and
ItESNO. Calif.(UPI)-A live
even walks like Sophia Loren
Unfortunately, he said, she al steer with a window in the side
A Lone Oak Elementary School County;
a grandmother, Mrs.
of its stomach provides agriculfirst grader was killed Tuesday Ivo Wurth of McCracken Coun- so types like Sophia Loren.
ture students at Fresno State
morning when he was struck by ty; great-grandparent, Mr. and
We missed those wild Gees.: College with first hand knowa car as he crossed a street Mrs. Clarence Reynolds of Ben- yesterday morning. Mrs Bidwell ledge of the digestive process in
ton, and several aunts and
called and said they were jusi attle
Dear the school.
uncles.
going over her house in a north.
The 1,100-pound black angus
State Trooper Sam Renfrew
Funeral services will be con- westerly direction. They were steer appears to have suffered
identified the boy as Terry Dale ducted at 2
p.m. Thursday at the probably circling the town be- no ill-effects from the operation
Wurth, 6, the son of Mrs. Bill Roth Funeral
* * *
Chapel with the fore taking off for the south. which bared his internal workMeadows, 2840 Maryland St.
Rev. Isaac McDonald officiatings
inspection.
for
The trooper Mid the child was ing. Burial
Built-in tips
W. are perfectly satisfied with
will he in the Mt
School veterinarian Bill Smith
struck by a car driven by Kenton Cemetery.
merely a big plate of fried sutured the animal's stomach
COPENHAGEN (UPI) Charles Dennis Rorer II, 16, of
.thicken, potatoes, gravy, salad wall to a fistula cover with
a Danish waiters have done away
1740 Springdale Circle, as he
and ice tea or coffee. We are removable
cap more than year with the tipping system in rescrossed N. Friendship Road
easy to please.
faurants -- but customers will
ago.
near Maryland Street about
Mill get stuck.
addition
In
allowing
to
7:30 cm.
Thought we would go out MonAfter threats of a strike, resstudents
unique
inside
a
look
at
The child was crossing N.
day night and get Oscar a Grasstaurant owners accepted a union
digestive
the
process,
portthe
Friendship Road near the school
hopper
or
two
for
his supper,
The Almo Elementary School
hole
researchers demand to tack on a 13 per
will
aid
entrance at the crest of a hill
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ROAST
490
LB 59t
5

2 LS

TOWN
FRESH

ARMOUR

SWIFTS PREMIUM
PROTEIN

CATFISH
79

12 OZ.

LB.

KELLY,

SALAD BOWL

COOKIES
2/49

2 CAN

FROSTY ACRES

FROZEN FOODS
2/350

CUT CORN
FROSTY ACRES CHOPPED

2/290
20 OZ.
350

FRUIT PIES
FROSTY ACRES
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a
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I
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Cream White
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has taken a 100 per cent increase for the better."

Quotes From The News

PAU

WASHINGTON - President Nixon, explaining the necessity tor
anti-inflationary measures such as higher Medicare charges:
"We hn VP asked the American people to take the bitter medicine. We believe the American people are mature enough to underWASHINGTON - Sen. George S. McGovern, 1)-S.D., criticizing stand the need for it. Unfortunately, some industries and some
Vice President Spiro Agnew's speech earlier this week denouncing individuals will feel this necessary adjustment more directly
the Vietnam moratorium and its sponsors:
than others."
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

"If Mr. Agnew's speech is a measure of this administration's
MIAMI - Miss Corlis Mullins, a passenger on a plane Injacied 'Show window' fair
POlt MINT
SALM
PO! SALI
mental and moral sensitivity, God help America. Before the mora- to Havana by a 17-year-old youth from Detroit, recounting her
CHEYENNE, Wyo. (UPI) 7 NICE three-bedroom
torium even took place, he referred to it as absurd. What is conversations with the young hijacker:
trailer for BARBER SHOP Equipment SILVERTONE console televisabsurd is the thought of Spiro Agnew enunciating policy for the
"I asked him if he wasn't worried about being returned by The Wyoming State Fair, ra idl etbllege boys. Phone 753-5108 Two Padairs barber chairs, wa- ion. Lovely contemporary walmostpowerful nation in the modern world."
Cuba and he said it would be like going from a Murssalini to ki
sitar 5:00 p.t.ns.
'ITC ter tank, cabinets, mirrors, etc. ut cabinet. 24-incii !screen. Perbe.°Inuiliop
rptirlies
"
o,s
fhthe Zifai
te Zc;
Hitler."
fect condition, $50.00. Phone
All $125.00. Phone 753-5116.
ATLANTA - Maynard Jackson, vice-mayor elect of Atlanta,
is operated as 3 OR 4-BEDROOM brick house,
0-22-C 753-8255.
0-24-C
o
a
A
In
t
hi
g
e
d
r
location,
good
i
t
i
r
v
c
h
i
u
In
city
e
s
e
i
ln
o
t
school
li
pt
i
t
e
re
e
o
f eer
commenting upon the election of the present vice mayor, Sam
Department of
mana
president
to
first
The
Voodoo rituals were outlawed
under the control district. Phone 753-4763. 0-22-C GORCERY STORE for sale or 1-17.5 CUBIC FT. cheat tlYPeda
Massell, to the top city post:
a divorced woman was Andrew and supervision
"We'll work together like two peas in a pod. The city's image in New Orleans in 1843.
of the spite FURNISHED basement near Frade at South Marshall, doing ,freezer, A-1 condition; 1-extra.
Jackson.
Board of Agriculture.
ce Hotpoint refrigerator; !town. Private entrance. All elec- good business and the price is
tit. Reason for selling; Doctor used 4 HP riding mower. Call
tric. Call 753-3195.
0-22-C
said "Get Out'.' Come and see it 753-8024 after 6:00 p m. 0-24-C
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE, un- sr call Benton 527-8049. 0-23-P
CURTLS-MATHES color televifurnished, in nice neighborhood.
, used 3ks years. Phone 753Phone 753-5489.
0-23-C FRAME your sentimental pie
0-24-C
tures and valuables for safe
BLADE CUT
SEVEN ROOM house, unfurn- keeping and wall groupings.
ished, two baths, newly decor- beautiful frames to choose from DELUXE Warm Morning stove,
ated. Between high school and 3-7 day service. Also origi
large size, butane. Been used
helpless
college. Available now. Fo gifts. The Gallery, Mayfie! three months. Phone 753-5463.
appointment to see call 753- Road.
N-1.NC
0-24-C
3001.
0-23-C
9 x 12' OFF-WHITE 100% ny- 3-WHEEL Cushman Scooter, 3Lb.
FOUR ROOM furnished apart- lon rug and pad, $10.00; 12-ft. speed, good condition, $150.00.
2
ment near Court Square. All brass traverse curtain rods with
0-24-C
Call 753-3798.
private. Call 753-5034 before 5 rings, $7.50 each; 2 plaid TV
p.m. or 753-4645 after 5 p.m. coucties, $5.00 each. Call
753- USED AND NEW Spinet pianos
0-23-C 3683 after 5:30 p.m.
0-22-C and organs. Authorized Baldwin
dealer. Loner& Piano ComTWO-BEDROOM garage apart- TREAT
rugs right, they'll be a pany. "Across from pcst offise",
ment with hard-wood floors and delight if cleaned with Blue
Paris, Tennessee.
0-24-C
gas ,heat. Available now. Can be Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
seen at 506 South 6th. Phone $1. Western Auto Store, "Home FIREWOOD, any kind, any leng753-5519.
0-24-C of the Wishing Well".
0-22-C th. Price includes delivery. Order any amount. Phone 753-2590
ONE of the finer things of life or 735-6e98.
0-28-C
-Blue Lustre carpet and upexhaust
Westinghouse
18
-INCH
holstery cleaner. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Big K. 0-25-C fan, automatic shutters, new
$40.00. Miley, tandem, two-horse
BEAGLE PUPPIES, nine weeks trailer, $350.00. Kenmore portBURLINGTON, VT. UPI) - old. $10.00 pair. Phone 489-3693 able dishwasher, $100.00. Call
0-23-P 7534022, after five p. in.
The legendary onion of the past
is still a bit magical.
0-24-C
SILVERTONE GUITAR, $20.00.
The onion was the symbol of Iron bed, mattress and springs,
English Cut
unity, eternity, and immortality. $20.00. GE automatic washer, ELASTIC surgery hose, washed
once, $25.00. Aluminum walker,
It is also said onions healed $60.00. Phone 753-7156. 0-23-C
SMALL, LEAN & MEATY
$10.00. Hearing head set for TV,
WHOLE KERNEL OR CREAM STYLE
diseases
even
and
cured baldness.
Blade Cut
$20.00. Desk and chair, $1000.
"The onion today is still a bit DINETTE SET with formica top. Two end
tables, $5.00 pair. 500
magical in the many ways it can Slip covers for couch and chair. Wrhitriell
Avenue, Murray.
Reasonable.
753-8192.
Phone
be used," says Aline Coffey,
Store Packed
0-24-P
0-27-C
nutritionist at the University of
15 OZ.
Vermont
Extension
Services.
_
1966 HONDA 450. See at Ross
CUT
"Its uses range from dips to Service Station 15th and Main SOW AND NINE PIGS. Phone
forkey"U.S.D.A. Grade"
489-3252.
0-23-C
casseroles; from salads to main or call 753-2593.
0-23 P
dishes. It can be • used equally
CANS$
well with beef or with poultry." BALDWIN PIANOS and organs. MODEL 10-D Remington pump
Super.Right
Each variety has its own Rent or buy. Lonardo Piano Co. gun, one barrell 28 inches, other
FOR
unique flavor she notes, which Your complete music store. 30 inches, both matted rib. ExAcross from post office, Paris, cellent condition. Call 753-8484
helps make the onion versatile
Tenn.
0-23-C-H or 753-8118 after five p.m.
and helpful in planning meals
0-23-C
SAYE 35c
PIANO. GOOD condition, $100.*5*
00. Phone 753-2831.
0-23-C
1969 KAWASAKI T-90 ExcelOur oun bubbly
HOSPITAL BED, used three lent trail bike. Phone 437-6331
months. Phone 753-1740 or 753PORK LOIN SLICED
0-234
CINCINNATI(UPI)- Ameri- 1622.
0-23-C
Ca sis first bottle of native
Ulan)
pagrte was produced in 1847 KENMORE ELECTRIC IRON,
CARD OF THANKS
SAVE 22(
by Nicholas Longworth,
We
wish to express our thanks
Childs
rocking
$6.00.
horse,
$tCincinnati, and offered to the Amen- 00. Two girls coats sizes 3 and and apreciation to our many
can public in competition
29 OZ
with 4, cheap. All excellent condit- wonderful neighbors and friends
imported champagne.
ion. Phone 753-9036.
0-23-C for the acts of kindnesses ex29 OZ
tended to us following the death
PET RITZ PIE
LIVING ROOM SUITE, three of our mother, Mrs. Omie
CRISCO OIL
Overmonths old. Will sell cheap. See by. Especially to
CRUST SHELLS
the Murray-Calat 804 Broad Extended. 0-23-C loway County
24 OZ
46 07
Hospital, Dr.
1 00
..ir
2 CT PKGS
BTL
SAVE 17t
MINIATURE Dachshund, AKC Hugh Houston, the Blalock-Co/eregistered, eight weeks old man Funeral Home, to those
CANS
JIFF PEANUT BUTTER
male. Phone 753-6978.
0-23-C who sent food and flowers, and
PUFF'S
PLAIN OR CRUNCHY
to all who helped in any way,
FOR
we are so grateful.
BOXES
Disarm bodyguards
12 OZ JAR
The Children
2:
ITP
MANILA (UPI) - Military
authorities have ordered the disarming of all civilian bodyguards
CARD OF THANKS
I.
of politicians in the central and
The family of Minnie Gaebel
northern provinces of Luzon, wishes to thank friends and
the Philippines' main island.
neighbors for food, flowers,
The move was part of safe- cards, and prayers. Special
guard measures being taken to thanks to Dr. Bell, Murray Hoscheck political violence in the pital nurses and employees, the
GOOD BAKERS 1
current campaign
for the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home,
RUSSET
Nov. 11 presidential elections. and Dr. Sam Dodson for their
kindness.
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Stuart
Nib. bag
1TP
World ham

noa

CHUCK ROAST
CHUCK
O

78

All hail
the onion!

Chuck Roast

Chuck Roast

SPARE -PBS
Lb.

58C
L. 68c

STOKELY SALE

GOLDEN CORN„
GREEN BEANS

Chuck Steak

:69t
Hindquarters
35t
Skinless Weiners 69C
Chopped Sirloin 7439C
1 Sliced

Bacon

00

.14

PORK
CHOPS

Lb•

69

GREEN. BEANS
SHELLIE BEANS
TOMATO JUICE

3 95,

49c

FACIAL TISSUE

3 85c

a

STOKELY SALE

49

BANANAS
POTATOES
98*

PEACE PRIZE -David

A. Morse
i left). director of the International Labor Organization.
Is congratulated at the U.N.
in New York by Secretary
General U Thant on the
ILO's winning of the 1969
Nobel Peace Prize. .The ILO
was formed at end of World
War I to help peace by improving working and social
conditions throughout world.

CAMPBELLS

TOMATO 7.oz.$00
SOUP
/
4
Saltines
CANS

Arlsiocr..1

I •Lb.

00

1

Bonn

Queen Ann

WILMINGTON, Del. (UPI)-.
CARD OF THANKS
A former U.S. Marine who brags
We wish to express our thanks
he has "the best feet in the and appreciation to our many
world" plans to begin a walk friends for the many acts of
around the world this fall to kindnesses extended to us folprove "American manhood is lowing our accidents on Sepnot lost."
tember 16 and on October 3 We
John R. Fennimore, 48, esti- especially apprecited the cards,
mated it would take him nine letters, flowers, gifts, visits, etc.
months and cost $2,000 to make May God's r'ichest blessings rest
the 'hike. He added, however, upon each of you.
that he plans to fly from conBarnes and Ola Burkeen
tinent to continent.
1TP

Cliff Mouse

39C(
sp

II

Lunch Meat..

DUNCAN

5

Ketchup

CAKE MIX

$11 00

89C
Tomatoes ..3.c
89t
Party Peas3Cues

h es.
tral heal
all mode
WE HAN
ges, la
every tyj
WE NEE
us for an
perty. Ni
sell We
fidence.

SAVE 26t

16 Or

.n.ol 1 a .napoor
WI 1 1^,
COI IPCIN

II

uslailner

k aii),C

W66J00 )Ji),
INSTANT COFFEE
1.12.SCAFE
10 OZ. Jar $1.09

,
isoBOUNTY TOWELSe

3 5- $1.00

Wit.. Coupon

CiIhout Coupon $00,. Jar $1.45
Ligon I Coupon Per Cialumer

c5

,t , Ap
;Makoffiit

Coupon Lignites Sal.. 0.1. 25
LWithout Couponhembo Roll Ea.
Limit 1 Coupon Per Customer

elt9QQ0c103%

FUNNY FACE ofoNX mix

-lILLSI1URY

›c'T •WillS Coupon
" Good Onli AI
a•P 65nol MOTE'k

ooJ Onl) Al A& P Food N/Bees
Coupon knpires SM.. Oct. 25

'

L

Pan. 294
11, Eor

With Coupon
G..od Only AI A & P Food Stores
Coupon 1.apires Sat.. Oct. 25
Without Coupon 6 Pikp. 61:4
Limit I Coupon ref Cintomer
imic
tiN.RRON166

'IN KAINTLICIC: Many of Murray State University's 105 foreign
students are learning
English "as used in western Kentucky" in a non-credit course being
taught at the Baptist
Stydent
Center by

the Ray

Lloyd Cornell,

a

former Navy chaplain.

(Photo .ty Wilson Woolley)
•
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&

TIMFS - MURRAY. KENTUCKY

ftge//,7frelle
10%,RentFftri
mow THE

SALE
console televisatenaPonarY walnch !screw. Per$50.00. Phone
0-24-C

REAL ESTATE POR

sma

REAL NICE BRICK veneer
home with 5 acres of good lard.
Home has there bedrooms, liv' ! room, den, kitchen, 1%
•: fireplace, carport and
, ce lawn. Located five miles
im Murray.

FT. cheat typeo
idation; 1
efrigensitor; 1
sag mower. Call .
l:00 p. m. 0-24-C

WEDNESDAY - OCTOBER :)
2 1969
AUTOS FOR SALE

NOTICE

HELP WANTED

NOTICE

READY TO BUY A COLOR TV?
The three things to look for in buying a Color TV:
1. SERVICE - Bob Randolph.
2 PERFORMANCE
First total automatic color on
Liie mantet.
3. NAME BRAND Magnavox.
WE HAVE ALL THREE!
COME BY AND LET US SHOW YOU
WHAT WE HAVE

SERVICES OFFERED

CURB HOP wanted. Night shift,
nssumou, resident5:00 p. m. to 11 p. m., male or Ml painting. Brush, roll, spray.
female. Apply in person to Dar': References. Free eados
Castle, Chestnut Street. No Phone 7533486.
Nov,-25-C
phone calls please.
TIC
RS CLEANED, Trued,
TELEPHONE Solicitors for
home or office. By day
Olen Mills Studios. $1.60 per week or month. Window cleanhours. Morning and evening int Call 753-3006shift to telephone from my office. For interview see Ruby
Grisham, Wednesday, Oct. 22 at
the Mid-towner Motel. 0-22-C

LEACH'S MUSIC & T.V.

Morning stove,
ane. Beeo used
Phone 7530-24-C
man Scooter, 3ndition. $150.00.
0-24•C

Tirc

Trees and Shrubs
Trimmed or
Removed
Kelley's Pest
Control

Novae

W Spinet p.
thorized Bold
lo Piano
rom pcst offic
0-24-C
e.
y kind, any len gles delivery. Or. Phone 753-2590
ighouse exhaust
shutters, new
ndern, t
Kenmore port.
r, $100.00. Call
five p. m.
0ry hose, washed
uminum walker,
head set for
ocl chair, $10
$5.00 Pair. 500
e, Murray.
0-24-P

Notice

1E PIGS. Phone
0-23-C

EXPERIENGED
ELECTRICIAN

emington pump
26 inches, other
matted rib. Es
n. Call 753-8484
,er five p.m.
0-23-C

KI T-90 Exce
Phone 437-633
0.23-

s. J. W. Stuart
1

THANKS
oress OUT thank
to our many
many acts of
ided to us fo
lents on Sep
a October 3 W
cited the cards
gifts. visits, etc
st blessings
u.
d Ola Busiceen
1

air, two baths, modern and well
located. Family room, all carpet, two car garage. Has everything.
BEAUTIFUL TRII-LEVEL on
Poplar. Lots of storage space,
garage, central heat, two baths
and beautifully decorated by a
professional. You have to see
tc appreciate this home.
GORGEOUS HOME ON Hermitage. 2% baths, three bedrooms,
family room plus large rumpus
room, central heat and air, unusual interior and exterior.
SUNSET DRIVE. One of the
best buys we have seen. Three
/
2
beillyns, family room, 11
'la
draperies included. Call
f to see this bargain.

1

ROUGH. TWO lovely
h es. Three bedrooms, central heat and air, carpet and
all modern
WE HAVE r.umerous lake cottages, lake lots, farms, lots of
every type.
it WE NEEW NEW listings. Call
"us for an appraisal of your protperty. No cost to you until we
sell. We appreciate your confidence.
,FOR ALL YOUR Real Estate
needs corm by or call GUY
4SF ANN REAL ESTATE
,t1tlao CY at 518 West Main, Ma•
Vona' Hotel Building. Business
Phone 753-7724. Home Phone:
uy Spann, 753-2587; Louise
..• raker, 753-2409; Onyx Ray, 753•
11: Gary Young, 753-8100
0 23 C

AG

Woolley)

TIRES

Fiberglass Belts Stabilize the Tread
Polyester Cord Runs Smooth and Cool
Safety Stop Treadwear Indicators
Luxurious Turnpike Design

; 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1k,
7
/I/ 14010,477*
-1..t.
\s'0,

•
ss`a.

YOU FOLKS IN TENNtSSEE

It wilt-pay
- you

-

check on the price of those tires!

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS

CAIN & TAYLOR
GULF STATION
Lorner of Sixth & Main

Phone 753-5862

See Our Selection of Fine Used Cars

WANT ADS:
Your Key
to Instant
Results

GET
ATTENTION

THANKS
Minnie Gaebe1
elk friends
food, flowers
eyers. Special
ill, Murray
employees, the
Funeral Home
Arson for their

fl

SAFT-BILT

Phone 753-5502

THANKS
press our than
to our many
bars and fri
kindnesses e
lowing the death
Wrs Ornie Over
the Murray-CalHospital, Dr
he Blalock-Coleacne, to
nd flowers, aind
ied in any way
NI.
The Children
1

aro learning
the Baptist

BLACK TOP PAVING
A. Z. FARLEY

41)

NOT1CS

1962 VOLKSWAGEN in good
condition. 1966 Buick Skylark
with factory air and automatic
transmissionwith corasole in the
floor. Cain and Taylor Gulf
Station. Corner of 6th and Main.
0,24-C

LARGE BEAUTIFUL BRICK
veneer on two acres of land,
1965 FALCON two-door 6-cylin1% miles from Murray. House
der automatic. 1965 Chevrolet
bas three bedrooms, formal dinImpala four door sedan. V-8 auing room, large living room
tomatic with factory air, power
with fireplace, central heat and
windows, six way seats, tinted
Dixieland Center
Beautifully
conditioner.
air
Chestnut Street
glass. Locally owned Cain and
WANTED:
landscaped lawn, double garWaitress,
nights
Phone 753-7575
Itch
Taylor Gulf Station Corner of
Call ...
from 5 till 9. Apply in person
age. This is a beauty.
8th
and Main.
0-24-C
to
Kirksey.HOME
Five
BRICK
in
NICE
Points Barbecue, Mayfield Highway.
This home has four bedrooms,
0-23-C
1966 PLYMOUTH Fury HI fourREAL ESTATE FOR SALM
dining room, living room, cendoor sedan. Green with factory
DING-DONG! Christmas felling
tral heat, full basement, three
753-3914
air and power. V-8 automatic.
October 31st is the last day NICE TWO
Marts
early
with
Avon-earn
BEDROOM
home
good
land
30x50
and
of
a
acres
One owner, locally owned. 1968
to pay City of Murray property with attached
$$$
for
your
Christmas
in
spare
garage.
Near
shop building. A good location taxes to avoid a 10% penalty
Buick LaSabre four door sedan
Lime near your home. Start now. FOR YOUR
and nice home for the right that will be added November ahurch, grocery and school.
home remodeling, with factory air and power steerCall
or
write
Mrs. Evelyn L additions and repairs. Free estiNice lawn with shade, only
person. Been reduced for a 1st. Taxes are payable
ing and black vinyl roof. Cain
at the $12,500. Possession with
deed Brown, Avon Mgr., Shady Grove mates. Call 753-6123.
quick sale.
TEC and Taylor Gulf Station. Cornoffice of the City Clerk, City GOOD TWO
Road,
Marion,
Ky.
42064,
Phone
BEDROOM
frame
ELEGANT STONE HOME on Hall Building
0-30-C home near school and
0-24-C
11-0-24-C WILL CONTRACT new houses er of 8th and Main.
grocery, 965-3363.
two acres of land. Has full baseGeneral repair work and addielectric heat, fenced in back
INVITATION TO BID
ment, two fire places, central
NEED SOMETHING for Christheat and air, large living area
Bide will be received until Oc- yard. $10,500. Possession in 10 mas gifts and special occasions tions. Phone 753-3366. Nov. 16-C 1967 CHRYSLER 300 with all
days
power and factory air. Gold
This place has a beautiful view. tober 23, 1969, for Precast ConCall today to learn how you can
with
black vinyl roof. 1968 PontLocated near Ken Lake Hotel crete °handle& Roof Slabs for 70 ACRES OPEN land about 10 receive beadooful
EXPERT
TYPIST desires work
Sarah Coventon 94 Hwy.
construction of operations build- miles East of Murray, about % ry jewelry free! Phone 753-3066. to be done at home. Will do cor- iac Catalina four door hardtop
with power steering and brakes,
FOUR BEDROOM FRENCH pro- ing at sewer plant. Specifica- in bottom, year round water two
0-28-C respondence, billing, addres- and factory air. Black
vinyl roof.
vencial, located in Canterbury tions and information may be good springs and a well, all
sing, and reports. Fast service!
Estates. Beautifully carpeted, obtained by writing Murray Wa- fenced only $8,000.
All you doctors, lawyers, insur Cain and Taylor Gulf Station
has large den, central heat and ter and Sewer System, P. 0. GOOD 2 ACRE building lot on
ance agents, and businessmen Corner of 6th and Main 0-34-C
AUCTION SALE
air, two baths, nice lawn and Box 6, Murray, Kentucky, 42071. Highway 94 about 10 miles East
who are months behind in your 1966 CHEVY II station wagon.
double garage.
The Mayor and Council re- of Murray about 2 miles from AUCTION
SALE: Saturday, reports and correspondence give 1967 Camero with 327 and auSEE THIS THREE BEDROOM services the _right to reject any lake. Only $2,200.
October 23, 10:00 a.m. at the me a call. All work kept conbrick veneer in Kingswood. or all bids. Accepted bids are NICE 3 ACRE building site on Noel Farris home '4 mile west fidential' Call after 5:00 p. m tomatic console in the floor.
Gold with black vinyl roof. Cain
Large den and kitchen combina- also subject to approval by our Irvin Cobb road one mile off of Stella, Ky. on Hwy. 121. Will Telephone 753-7570,
TFC and Taylor Gulf Station. Corntion, living room, two baths, Engineers and Federal Water Hwy. 94 about 600 ft. off water sell a house full of furniture
er of 6th and Main.
0-24-C
line. $2,500.
central heat and air, fine carPollution Control
ITC GALLOWAY INSURANCE and with lots of antiques. Some EXPERIENCED HORSE SHOEpet throughout, nice rolling
items are extra nice. Marble ING of Walking Horses and
REAL ESTATE AGENCY, Mur- top bureau, over 100 years old, Pleasure
Itoor-dotir boo&
lawn. Another house that has
horses. Call Steve Hal- 19118 O'LDS-118
ray,
Kentucky,
Phone 753-5842. extra fancy brass bed, fancy ley 753-6269.
iop with factory air and doe:
been reduced. This man is ready
0-27-P
0-23-C center tables, trunks, picture
bIe power. 1966 Plymouth four
to sell, give us a bid
SAW
MAKE US A BID on this four
FILING,
scissors
and
pink- door sedan. Cain arid Taylor
frames, old Victoria, old dressExcellent Opportunity for
bedroom fully carpeted home on
LARGE HOUSE on large lot. er, round dining table, nice ing shears sharpened. Small ap- Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
Johnson Blvd. Surrounded by
0-24-C
Good looation $16,500.00. Addi- old spinning wheel, old rockers, pliance service. 512 R. South Main.
nice homes. Kitchen, den, for.
0-27-P-H
tional lot optional. Phone Paris, tredel sewing machine, also 12th. 753-6067.
wagon
station
PONTIAC
1963
real dining room, double garage,
Tenn. 642-4267.
0-24-C nice electric stove and refriger
with power and factory air, tintlarge utility room and paved
ator, gas heating stove, wringer
ed glass. 1967 Chrysler New
driveway.
washer Also lots of dishes,
9-ROOM HOUSE and lot on cornYorker with factory air and douNICE TWO BEDROOM BRICK
cooking uteusils, flat irons, jars,
er of 5th and Center Streets in
ble power. Cain and Taylor Gull
veneer on South 7th. New carjugs, dutch ovens, lots of hand
No Jobs to Smalf or tares
Hel. Please call 492-8698
Station. Corner of 6th and Main.
pet, has carport, utility room,
and garden tools. This is just
to ',Ai Appreciated
0-24-C
0-28-C a partial listing. Come
large living room. This place is
to a
Free Estimates
Top pay, local work!
leased for one year at $125.00
good country sale. Sale by Otto
Contact:
month. Real good investTHREE-BEDROOM brick, cen- Chester Auction Service, Lynn
1964 FORD four-door custom sePlease send references to
price $14,500.00.
tral heat and air, carpeted, built- Grove. Phone 4354142. 0-23-P
dan. 1963 Ford Galaxie 500 four
THREE BEDROOM on
in appliances. In city school disdog. sedan. Legally_oved, Cain
P.O. Box 32-B
nland. Has three bedrooms,
trict, transferable loan. Phone
and Taylor Gulf Station. Corntag room, large den, t w o
753-4516.
1TC
er of 6th and Main.
0-24-C
Murray. Ky.
Setireen 8:00 a. re. and
AUTOS POE RALE
baths, central 'neat and air, all
5:00
o.
nt.
1959
carpet except den and kitchen,
OLDS
88
four
door
hardo24c
2-BEDROOM HOUSE on 1 acre 1965 BUICK Electra 225. Full
top with air and power. Real
which has vinyl tile and Carlot. North of Almo Heights an power and air, perfect condit- port. Almost ready to move in.
sharp. Locally owned. 1959 Chry641 Hwy. This house has been Ion. One owner. Phone 733Owner will sell at a steal.
sler four door sedan. Good meWANTED TO BUY
3366.
0-27-C
out-buildhas
remodeled,
plenty
THREE BEDROOM FRAME
chanically. Locally owned. Chevnear University with garage, all WANTED: 5 to 8 knotty pine ings. Has bath, and gas heat
rolet pick-up truck. Good connew carpet. This place is priced 12 inch wide boards with groove Priced for fast sale. Call 489- 1965 PLYMOUTH Station Wadition. Cain and Taylor Gulf Stagon,
in
good
on
side.
have
design
If
any
you
condition.
0-28-C
3801.
Please
for quick sale. Give us a call
tion. Corner of 6rth and Main.
call 753-8035
for sale please call 753-1381
0-23-C
to see.
0-34-C
0-23-C
TWO BEDROOM BRICK veneer
on North 17th Street. Real nice, WANTED: Used ping-pong table
FOR RENT OR SALE
1963 PONTIAC Catalina two1962 PONTIAC Star Chief. Good
drapes and air conditioner goes and one baby kitten. Call 753door hardtop, power steering,
mechanically, but rough and
TWO BEDROOM house trailer.
with house. Pretty lawn. Is in 8115.
power brakes. Clean inside ark
0-22-P e
cheap. 1962 Ford Fairlane four
x 33 with air conditioner out.
Robertson School District.
New tires and battery. Call
door sedan, $100.00. Cain and
Phone
492-8360
p.m.
after
5:00
FOUR BEDROOM BRICK veneer WANTED: used mobile home,
753-3330 after 5:30 p. m.
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
0-23-C
on South 7th Street. This house 12' wide. Phone 753-1692. 0-24-C
0-24-P
0-24-C
6th and Main.
has a full finished basement
with fire place. Just the nicest
recreation room you could
want. Worlds of closets, some
carpet and some hardwood. The
price of this house is unbelievable.
EAST Y MANOR One of the
nicest three bedroom homes we
have seen. Double garage, basement with finished recreation
room, two baths, fireplace, lovely large wooded lot You mus
see this home.
BELMONT DRIVE Three bedroom brick, central heat and

'S color tel
ears. Phone 7 30-

NOTDCS

1968 OLDSMOBILE 98 Luxury
sedan with factory air and all
power. Blue with white vinyl
roof. Brand new tires. 1966 Olds
mobile Tornado with factory air
and power. Low mileage. Just
like brand DOW Cain and Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of 6th
and Main.
0-24-C

Lerman's GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY
APPRECIATION NIGHT 1919-1969
FRIDAY NIGHT,
OCTOBER 24th FROM 6108 O'CLOCK
10% 10 50% DISCOUNT ON ALL PURCHA ES
AFTER YOU MAKE YOUR PURCHASE FRIDAY NITE AT LERMANS YOU WILL BE INVITED TO DRAW
FROM A BOX YOU WILL GET THE DISCOUNT MARKED ON THE CARD. CARDS WILL BE MARKED
TO GIVE YOU 10% TO'50% DISCOUNT.

REGISTER FOR FREE G.E. PORTABLE STEREO

LERMANS
FIFTIETH YEAR •1919-1969

NOW CELEBRATING
50 YEARS
BECAUSE OF THEIR
CUSTOMERS

YOUR

BANKAMERICARD
21,4117114 "‘ete

I.
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THE LEDGER

Factory built homes
help beat high costs

or another. Now, however, production runs have begun on the
"20th century brick" which will
be used in the New Haven project.
The term "20th century
brick" 'la used by Rudolph to
describe the basic 12 by 60
by 10-foot modules which are
being manufactured by Eastern
Portable Buildings Corp., a subsidiary of Kirk Corp., in its
White Marsh, Md. plant.
A total of 333 modules, costing $2,363,600, are being built.

TIMES

California
reports on
alcoholism

—

MURRAY. KENTUCKY
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MOST POwIRFUL UNDERGROUND
NUCLEAR &LAST ON RECORD
FIVI MEGATONS, DETECTED
ON SOVIET'S NOVAYA ZEMLYA

MOSCOW ANNOUNCES
TRIPLE 01117I50 Of
SOYUZ 0 7 AND •

1r
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SIIITtSH TROOPS
USE TEAR GAS TO
KEEP CATHOLICS
AND PIOTESTANTS
APART IN IELFAST

IN WASHINGTON
MORATORium DAY

tures for Glen whose accomORGANIZEIS its
By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS
SUCCESS LOOK
BERKELEY, Calif. (UPI)
plishments include Puffton VilTO 2ND NOV IS
NEW
YORK
(UPI)
- 6ige, a middle-income rental
A favorable picture of rehabi2a11 it what you will - sec- project in Amherst, Mass., fealitated alcoholics showing con
tional housing, modular build- turing the first peaked roofs in
sistent improvement in nio
ite
ing, prefab - the talk in con: residential modules; and the Mt.
areas of their lives has be
struction
today
is "indus- Snow
presented in a progress repo
Townhouse CondomiCATHOLIC LIGNIALS
trialized" housing.
niums in Vermont, a four-lavel
AND CONSERVATIVES
on California's 12-year-old alcoSCUFFLE BELOW
It has grown increasingly
holism progrant.
POPE'S WINDOW AT
clear that mass produced hous- installation employing stacked
WORLD SYNOD OF
the
the
report
But
warned
They will be shipped by truck
BISHOPS IN SOME
ing is the only possible answer modules. Glen has filed plans
250 miles to the site where they problem was still grave. Ihe
to the pressing shelter needs of to build the nation's first modPublic
Department
State
of
will
be stacked in twothe country. On-site construc- ular high-rise -- a 12-story apartstory units. Planned to satisfy Health, in a survey of alcoholic
tion by small builders, tradi- ment dwelling in Richmond,
the space requirements of large patients whose cases were cloned
tional in this country, no longer Va., and is involved with the
families, half the townhouses during 1968, gathered these ,ta
AFTER 'WILDING
can provide adequate housing Grand River Associates in the
MEDITERRANEAN
will be three-bedroom units; one tistics:
in an ever-growing market in 285-acre North Riverside projFLEET TO 55-60
than
Six months later, more
SOGOTA POLICE,
third will contain four or five
SHIPS SOVIET
STUDENTS CLASH
ect in Grand Rapids, Mich.,
the face of soaring costs.
50
had
cent
returned
per
not
REDUCES TO
bedrooms.
IN UNIVEISITY
Obvious though the need has which will combine residential
A TOKEN DOZEN
drinking,
nearly
cent
per
90
to
RULE
DISPUTE
Each
of
townhouses
the
is
been, attempts to produce fac- construction -- mobile homes,
being formed from either two had no job difficulties(and their
tory-built homes on a mass basis townhouses, multi-family with
or three modules, of varying earnings had increased five per
have had little success on any office development, light and
depending upon the cent), 85 per cent had no marilength,
broad scale up to this time. heavy industry, as well as a
bedrooms, arranged tal problems related to drinking ,
number
of
In some cases design has been motor inn , convenience shopan
The ground and well over 90 per cent had
in
L-shape.
faulty; more often, building ping, amusement and recreation
Cal student working with him.
living room, lost no working days from drinkfloor
contains
block
codes, labor union practices, fi- facilities.
dining room, and kitchen; the ing and had stayed out of jails
She and her fellow student
Glen's projects, unlike many
nancing restrictions have proved
upstairs, bedrooms and baths. and hospitals.
teachers had spent the better
prototype,
experimental
stumbling blocks.
de- Vaulted ceilings are formed
In addition, the increased
part of the year at Cottage
Still, the far-sighted have velopments which are, in effect, from plywood,
expanding in- earnings of 1,000 patients reSchool in an atmosphere of hope
gone on planning and there are subsidized by developer, manuterior space and allowing for habilits,ed in 1967-68 totaled
that their charges from ghetto
today definite signs of growing facturer or government, have
clerestory windows under the more than $1.4 million.
areas not only would retain
support from industry and fi- been conventionally financed eaves.
Underlying the alcoholism
Four units are grouped
language from their environment
nance, from federal, state and and have been profitable. He around a single core, forming program, the report said, are
but would then acquire new oral
estimates
cost
savings
varying
local government and from laa cluster in the shape of an the principles that only effective
skills important to their future
bor - all essential if the coun- from 15 to 25 per cent on
By MICHAEL HUDSON
in public schools.
equilateral cross and giving each education will prevent social
try's shelter shortage is to be different jobs through use of unit its
BERKELEY, Calif. (UPI) -own courtyard and gar- problems from drinking and that
Preliminary tests completed
modular
concepts.
solved.
den. Variety in stacking will finding and treating cases early "Dammit, I cut myself!"
for the 15 children at the school
Although he believes the fu- create open ground
Increasingly, in all parts of
The four-year-old boy indicate language
level space is the only successful way to
ability for the
the country, promising exam- ture of factory-built housing lies
shouted out the comment while three-to-five
elow upper units, adaptable combat alcoholism.
-year-olds, had
ples of "instant housing" are chiefly in low and middle-inBut the problem is far from imitating his father's shaving increased. But it will take more
for later' enclosure as an extra
come residential construction. bedroom,
showing up.
solved, the report said, asserting habits at an experimental tests in the years ahead to
bath or playroom.
recently purchased a
One such is the Wilmot Road Glen
The project, sponsored by that "alcoholism is of epidemic Oakland school operated by determine if the gains were
Project in New Haven, Conn.. property overlooking the Poeducators from the University of meaningful.
Lodge No. 6, Prince Mall proportions in California."
a $3.4 million federally-aided tomac River where he hopes to
It said that if any other California here.
Masons, a Negro fraternal orIn its first year of operation,
cooperative development of 148 develop luxury housing utilizing
The boy's profanity, officials of Cottage report
ganization, calls for a down pay- health and social problem were
low and moderate income two- the "building block" concept.
ment of $325. Carrying charges involved, the figures on illness. something shared in large doses boisterous encounters between
This is in line with his bestory townhouse apartments fearange from $111.50 for a two- death and disruption related to by his pre-school classmates, had the children and their tutors,
turing new concepts in modular lief that modular construction
alcoholism would lead to a det- no shock effect on the volunteer

Aut.,
flogi

Peppery
lingo in
experimeni

need_not_look_aa .if at "came
construction,_
The project is theWork of right out of a box." The key
developer Alan Glen, president to good design, Glen said, "lies
of Modular Structures, Inc., a primarily with the selection of
Bethesda. Md. firm specializing an architect." He considers himin
modular
construction, self fortunate to have worked
and architect Paul Rudolph with Tiffany Armstrong of
New
of
York.
Richard Armstrong and Salomonsky of
Lee, mayor of New Haven, long Richmond,- Va., designer of the
a leading city in urban renewal, Amherst and Mt. Snow projects,
says he feels the development
"has
many unique features
which I believe will influence
housing design in the mass production field.
The New Haven project is
the latest in a string of successful "building block" ven-

and with Rudolph, architect of
the New Haven delopment.
Rudolph says he has been
"toying with the notion" of
factory-made housing for 15
years or so and has drawn plans
for four or five projects which
never were built for one reason

becfroom unit with federal subsidy, to $258.49 for a five- laration of a national ernergener
If the present trend conbedroom apartment for moderate
income
family
not tinues, the report warned, one
out of every 10 drinking adults
receiving subaidy.
in California will become an
alcoholic. ,
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Mrs. Gladys White, Rte. 2,
Dixon; Mrs. Codell Williams,
Rte, 3, Murray; Mrs. Oma Jackson, 1101 Story Ave., Murray;
Mrs. Rheanetta Coleman and
Baby Girl, Rte. 2, Murray; Miss
Linda Finnell, 1008 Sharpe, Murray; Master Johnny Coleman,
Rte, 1, Dexter; Mrs, Ninnie McCallum, Box 92, Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs, Ruby Cain, Dexter; Buford
Houston (Expired), 516 So, 6th
St., Murray; Euem Newton (Expired), Rte. 2, Golden Pond.
APPROVES LIST

In 1966 Communists painted these slogans on a fence opposite Macao's
greyhound racing canidrom• The Portuguese naval. bothered to have the fence
repainted.. Note mispelling of Hong Kong Gov David Trench's first manic
By JOHN KIMBERELY
Central Press Association Correspondent
MACAO---The Portuguese authorities and the local Communists are back on speaking terms in this sleepy territory that Juts
like a tiny thumb from the mainlvd of China.
Red Guard rioting that spilled 'across the border---you can
stand close enough to Communist China here to throw a rock
into Chinese territory, if you've got the nerve has subsided and
the street skirmishes of 1966 and 1967 and the economic strain of
1968 have all given way to a new mood of co-operativeness.

HILO, Hawaii (UPI)- The
University of Hawaii board of
regents Monday approved a list
of 278 students deserving free
tuition.
Those on the list were
deemed "well qualified or
need of financial assistance" by
the university.
One of those whose tuition
was waived was Shirley Au,
who last year was divorced
from Honolulu oilman Wendell
Phillips.
Phillips, reputed to be worth
$120 million at the time of their
divorce, agreed to pay Miss Au
$660 a month alimony and up to
$1,100 a year for tuition if she
went to college and did not
remarry.
Miss Au is a freshman.

(:rarnmed onto Macao proper.
But soon the prospect is for a
thinning out to two adjacent
islands, Taipa and Coloane, that
also belong to the Portuguese.
The Lisbon government announced recently the allocation
of funds to build a bridge from
Macao to Taipa. A previously
built causeway from Taipa to
As in the British Colony of Hong Kong, 40 miles to the west Coloane will thus link all three
i a 70-minute hydrofoil or 3-hour terry ride 1, local Communists re!ctions of Macao territory.
have decided that a calm atmosphere is the best for making
This will allow development
money.
on Coloane of a deepwater port,
"We're even planning a joint exhibition of Macao products," a hotel and a golf course.
• • •
Fernando Correia Marques, Macao's director of information lure more tourists especially the
"WE'RE planning a direct
and tourism, told me proudly.
Chinese resident in Hong Kong." hydrofoil service to Coloane for
Marques said the Macao
Hong Kong residents, Japa- Hong Kong residents who want
Chamber of Commerce (the nese and Americans are the to come down to play golf,"
strong Communist China-back- largest groups who visit Macao Marques said. "It' 11 be quicked organization that actually now.
er than going to 1 mg Kong's
ran Macao for a while, was
own courses in the New TerriEANUT PARADE"
working with Marques' office
JAPANESE like Macao's old tories."
SAN
FRANCLSCO (UPI)in co-ordinating plans to open a
Another lure for visitors will
Mediterranean atmosphere and be
permanent display pavilion.
a Necond auto racing Grand Public Health Service nurses
take photographs by the dozen Prix.
"The chamber is also anxious
The already established passed out free peanuts in front
to lure more tourists and to at the ruins of the St. Paul autumn race attracts drivers of the Federal Building Mogday
Cathedral,
built by Japanese from Japan, the
convince them that Macao is a
Philippines and and wore necklaces adorned
Christians who fled from persesafe place to visit."
Singapore. Organizers are hop- with goobers to express their
cuttcn in their homeland to the ing to get
• • •
European drivers in- feelings
about recent pay
safety of Macao.
terested in entering the Macao raises.
XVE TALKED over a lunch of
Macao
is already the largest races,
African barbecued chicken at
Target of the salty demonlegalized gambling center in
There are also hopeful signs
the
Pousada, an inn that is
stration was the regional Civil
Asia
and
the
new
casino
will
that
Macao
tOuritim
will
get
a
itself one of Macao's top tourist
I give gambling here a luxurious boost, finally, from Hong Kong Service Commission who grantAttractions.
ed the nurses hikes of $3 to $50
gloss that was missing before., tourism authorities.
Li Poimida stands next to
Macao is a peninsula, with
The obvious advantage of pro- per year while bestowing raises
the pastel rink Goverimient five small hills, that juts from moting
of $750 to $1,000 to other federal
Hillis,. on tree-shaded Pra ya one _side of China's Pearl River , packageHong Kong-Macon as a employes.
have heretofore been
iiramie fronting the China Sea. Delta. The brochures say
the submerged in petty bickering
Sezeral dozen Public Health
Marques slloke
poptdaton is 169.000. Estimates over commissions • and feer Service nurses,
who -are not
of MAL'a.A.KL- 'plans: -The range as high as 350.000.
among tourism .operators in the allowed to *strike, participated
op -rung of _a hew casino will
Mind of the „population Is two cities.
lin the
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SOUTH KOREANS SINK
SECOND RED NORTH
KOREAN WARSHIP IN
A MONTS-75-TONNti
OFF WEST COAST
ALL 25 CREW LOST

PHILIPPINES WANTS
TO REVISE TREATY
ACCORDING THE US
EASES--SEEK WIDER
CRIME JURISDICTION

Well IN
from Mi
Benton

viEr cONG, NORTH VIETNAM
REPORTED DOWN TO 240,000
FROM 270,000 IN SOUTH
VIETNAM-RATTLE LOSSES
AND CAPASODIA AND LAOS
SETBACKS RELIEVED REASON
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MEATS
BLADE CUT

SLICED FOR CHOPS

CHUCK ROAST

1 4 PORK LOIN
59 /

6

RIB STEAK
TENDERIZED - Shank Portion

55c

SLICED, DERINED

HAMS

55cISMOKED JOWL

BREAST - LEGS - THIGHS

45c

11

100% PURE - We Make It! It's Good!

CHICKEN PARTS
PORK BRAINS

I5

49'
19'

59 PORK SAUSAGE
5i-oz. can

Red Crown
Pride of Illinois

i i lean Sauce
Amusse

2 ett 39 Tomato

Salad Bowl

---- 3 ca. 790

•

46 oz.

American Beauty

_ 39
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MIXED VEHLES _ 2=29°
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NEW FREEZE-DRIED
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BERR RABBIT

B. 39°

l
O ignitINGS
PAPER

-- 12-oz.

DON'T FORGET!
TRICK or TREAT!

NAPKINS 29*
14-oz.

49'e

31‘

Lipton

290 ct.

Units

ONION
SOUP
39*

KRAFT'S INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED
CANDIES
43' & 69' bag

394

/
1
2 Gallon
Shedd's

CIDER _ _ _

PRUNE
JUICE

Fresh

69"

Betty Crocker

37'

GINGER BREAD
MIX _ _ _ _ box 29'

1 lb

PEANUTS

Jack-O-Lantern

4 Lb Bags

APPLES

39°

49'

PUMPKINS

HERSHEY'S 't
BARS

3
JELLY 870
Glasses

Sunshine

CHEEZ-ITS - - 25'

"peanut parade,"
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SOMALIA
PRESIDENT
ASSASSINATED

PROTEN
Mrs. Barbara Watkins, 905
Main St., Murray; Mrs. Celia
Grogan, Rte. 5, Murray; Mrs.
Lynda Broach and Baby Girl,
Hale's Trl. Crt., Murray; Mrs.
Patricia Mobley and Baby Girl,
1734 Hart Hall, Murray; Miss
Melissa Willoughby, New Concord; John Bradley, Almo; John
Oldham, Rte. 1, Almo; Mrs. Juliet Hart, 804 W. Main, Murray;
Mrs. Beulah Phillips, 210 So.
16th St., Murray.

Unite,

one-to-one basis.
youngsters' words or deeds.
Although educational toys
In addition to playing with,
and classroom facilities are talking to, and instructing the
available, the emphasis is mostly children, the U.C. students take
on play. Dr. T. Bentley Edwards, them on field trips to museums,
founder and professor of zoos, parks and other buildings.
education at Berkeley, believes
The California Department of
that unstructured surroundings Education is supporting
the
may produce more spontaneity program, an outgrowth
of
and growth in language skills, collaboration among
the
especially where children do university, the Oakland
School
most of their talking and adults Board and
the Oakland
most of the listening.
Redevelopment Agency.
Student teachers also clash
frequently with the children's.
* * *
mothers, who visit the center
and participate in some
The Roman Catholic Archactivities. They often complain diocese
of Boston had a popabout the lack of direct
ulation of 1,871,408 in 1968.
discipline.
* * ft
The university tutors by and
large favor the rough-and-tumble
The 4otal Christian populadialogue with as little tion of the world in 1968 was
with them on a "correction- as possible of the
977,384,Q00..

who work

Hospital Report

BIRMINGHAM, Ala,(UPI)The Southside Baptist Church
has posted this sign
in its
parking lot:
ADULTS 92
"Unauthorized cars will be NURSERY 5
spirited
away at owner's OCTOBER 18,1969
expense.
ADMISSIONS

Tension Lifts at Last in Macao

SIX KILLED AS PRO-WEST
PREMIER'S JUSTICE PARTY
WINS STRONGLY NV TURKEY
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